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Welcome to Sachsen Fahnen

Dear customers
Sachsen Fahnen is today one of the biggest screen and digital
printers in Europe. The company boasts over 30,000 m2 of production
space within one of the world’s largest and most advanced printing
works where fabrics, metals, PVC, board and glass are reﬁned and
subject to further processing. The logistics centre, covering an area
of 6,000 m2 and with 7,000 pallet spaces, is where deliveries of
national or international orders are coordinated and monitored.
The entire organisation, encompassing all sequences and processes
from production to the ﬁnished product, takes place under one
roof. Taking the needs of our customers as the basis, all elements are
subject to an ongoing process of optimisation. Work throughout the
entire production process is performed in compliance with stringent
quality and environmental standards.
References from a full range of sources reﬂect the exceptional
quality of our production.
Sachsen Fahnen is a member of the Flag Alliance®, a union of leading
international companies in the textile printing sector. Under the

motto “Global Competence – Local Presence”, 500 employees over
four continents (300 in Germany itself) are dedicated to serving our
customers.
Meanwhile, patents reﬂect the high creativity and skills of our
employees and the immense potential harboured in the Flag
Alliance®. We team up with national research institutions and
universities to initiate and implement research projects.
The current catalogue includes comprehensive information about
our products and the technical options we open you up. We have
the right solution for any task.
What can we do for you?

Jürgen Ruhland
Managing Director

Vispronet® is the online shop of Sachsen Fahnen and further members
of the Flag Alliance®. This brand is synonymous with almost a quartercentury of experience accumulated by Sachsen Fahnen.
Vispronet® showcases ideas, provides solutions and hits the right
note with its comprehensive service, including overnight delivery. We
provide products and services for corporate and private customers,
associations, sport clubs and schools etc.:
Advertising and decoration for interiors and exteriors
Dialogue at the point of sale
Trade fair and shop ﬁttings
Event design and gift ideas
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Screen printing

Everything under one roof
Each year, Sachsen Fahnen and the members of the Flag Alliance® produce up to eight
million square metres in screen printing and two million square metres of digitally
printed materials and boards. We use the latest methods and a wide range of printing
technologies to ensure customer orders are swiftly implemented with no compromise
on quality. From individual items to large-scale batches – trust us to source the right
solution, whatever your task.
The key element underpinning the printing process is the set of customer ﬁles. Whatever
the product, when it comes to creating print data, our webshop is guaranteed to have
suitable layout templates available as required. Printing data can be transferred via
uploading, by post or by e-mail.
Alternatively, there is also scope for the customer to go online and personally take
over the task of designing ﬂags, advertising banners, Bowﬂag® and a wealth of other
products, even for those with no graphic design experience, via Visprodesign®, the
free-of-charge design tool from Vispronet®.
Screen printing includes scope to create print formats of up to 220 x 630 cm. Moreover,
the printing machines can accommodate printing with up to 12 screens. Designs are
printed in high-resolution with up to 22 dots/cm on a wide range of materials.
To optimally exploit the brilliance and brightness of the colours, the ﬂag fabric is
thermally ﬁxed after printing. Subsequent washing serves to eliminate non-ﬁxed excess
dye, helping to reﬁne, dry and round off the ﬁnal aspects of the ﬂag fabric. This also helps
to ensure the products are immediately available for use upon reaching the customer.

Screen printing

Print dye production

www.
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Pre-treatment and ﬁnishing line

Digital printing allows swift and cost-effective printing not only of ﬂags, indoor
banners and Bowﬂag®, but also of posters and advertising signs, from as little as a
single piece. Digital printing is the best print method for multi-coloured motifs and
colour gradients, even for individual pieces.
Printing resolution is between 360 and 1080 dpi with dispersion or sublimation inks.
For products used outdoors, e.g. ﬂags, banners and Bowﬂag®, water-based dispersion
inks are used.
The advantages of these inks are plain to see:
· Excellent print through, for unbeatable visibility of the advertising message,
including on the rear side
· Great lightfastness, comparable to the performance in screen printing (textiles)
· Strong contrasts for exceptional reproduction of graphics
· Darker colours displayed with unparalleled quality
Post-printing, all products are ﬁxed, washed, reﬁned and dried, in keeping with our
stringent quality standards. We ﬁnish your products according to your requirements.
Depending on the volume, we use our fully automated ﬁnishing line.

Washing/drying unit

Fully automated ﬁnishing

Manual ﬁnishing

2|3
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Digital printing (PVC, textiles)

Digital printing can be used for a range of rigid and ﬂexible materials
(e.g. PVC, board or ﬁlms) as well as for fabrics.
When printing large-format banners on PVC or mesh, we can deploy
special printers that handle print widths of up to ﬁve metres.
You want to go bigger? No problem! Individually printed panels can
be joined with high-frequency welding technology, paving the way
for practically any format.
Make sure your advertising design stands out. We implement
outlined cuts and bend aluminium proﬁles into the shape you want.
At our 6,000 m² logistics centre, we coordinate the punctual worldwide
delivery of all our orders. Plain packaging and shipping, shipping to
a different delivery address or in accordance with distribution plans,
and special packaging – they are all possible.
The large storage capacity helps ensure rapid availability of all system
components.

Metal tubing of banners

Plotter

Digital printing (Board)

www.
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Finishing of PVC and textiles

Standard or express shipping – at Vispronet®, you yourself decide
how fast you want the product to arrive. We can even arrange
it overnight on request. Set things up and order by 9.00 am via
Vispronet®, and the ready-to-use product will arrive the very next
working day!
All sequences and production processes are regularly certiﬁed by
TÜV SÜD (German Technical Control Board). Our textile products
are inspected in accordance with the Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 and
labelled to conﬁrm their status as „trusted textiles“.
Vispronet® is certiﬁed with the Trusted Shops® seal of approval.

Bending of metal proﬁles

Cutting of metal proﬁles

Plotter

Automated packaging line

Whether your advertising is for interior or outdoor use, and for the
short or long term, we have the right solution for you – on time,
reliably and with unbeatable quality!

High rack storage

Logistics centre
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Flags

Flags by Sachsen Fahnen / Vispronet® boast quality and durability,
lending them matchless appeal. Each ﬂag is washed and ﬁnished before
delivery. This approach means they reach you ready for immediate
use and stay colourfast and brilliant over the long term.
From economic to premium options, we supply ﬂag fabrics of various
quality grades for a wide range of applications:

Multiﬂag® SE: the cost-efﬁcient all-round ﬂag fabric
Varioﬂag® A SE: the breathable fabric with a perforated structure
Supraﬂag® SE: guarantees exceptional tear strength and
durability for ﬂags
Supraﬂag® M: premium quality for screen-printed ﬂags, which
last up to 100% longer than comparable ﬂags made with
conventional materials, plus unbeatable lightfastness (Grade 6-7
on the Blue Wool Scale)

The durability diagram shows the results of the wear test
conducted on four different ﬂag fabrics.
The test clariﬁed the following:
Flags made of Supraﬂag® M last up to 100% longer than ﬂags
made of conventional fabrics.
Flags hoisted on customary ﬂag poles over a period of 52 calendar
weeks under typical Central European weather conditions.

Durability grades:
1 - undamaged, 8 - considerable damage

8

7

— Multiﬂag®

6

— Varioﬂag® A SE
5

— Supraﬂag® SE
— Supraﬂag® M

4

3
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Flags
Flags can be seen for miles.
Whether in portrait or landscape
style, ﬂags for poles with
banner arms, banner ﬂags or
ﬂags with customised outlines
– whatever your need, we have
the ﬁt for it!
Screen- or digital-printed ﬂags
can be supplied in numerous
sizes and ﬁnishing options.
Double-sided ﬂags mean
two advertising surfaces
available, with either
matching or contrasting
designs on the front and
rear sides
Flag Presenters keep ﬂags
completely unfolded, even
without the lightest wind
(for more information, see
p. 43)
A comprehensive range of
ﬂagpoles is also available

Portrait
style ﬂag

Flag for poles
with banner arm

Outline ﬂag

Banner
ﬂag

Landscape
style ﬂag

National Flags, Representative Flags
National ﬂags have symbolic
importance and give international
ﬂair to conferences, symposia and
sporting or corporate events.
National ﬂags of more than
200 countries and other special
ﬂags are available from stock
(overview at the end of the
catalogue on p. 64). We can
deliver those ﬂags in standard
sizes on short notice.
Representative ﬂags in various
conﬁgurations are also available
for indoor use. To round things
off and for presentations, you
can also rely on us for highquality indoor pole stands and
ﬂagpoles.
National ﬂags, banner ﬂags,
representative ﬂags, car ﬂags
or small ﬂags and much more
Black ribbon available in
various lengths as an accessory

6|7
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Street Banners
Street Banners are ideal for
event advertising, promoting
tourist attractions or corporate
advertising in town and village
centres.
The rust-free and stable system
can be ﬁxed to all pylons and
lampposts (Ø 60 - 250 mm) or
walls. The print can be replaced
at any time.

Street Banner Basic offer reliable
and effective advertising at a
reasonable price.
The system is usable with free
waving or stretched banners.
The graphics get printed on
ﬂag fabrics with outstanding
print through qualities. As an
alternative, printing on both
sides is possible using an opaque
PVC material for the banner.
Exchanging the print is easy.

one-sided

two-sided

three-sided

120°

Banner arm Street Banner Basic

Banner arm Street Banner Select
Mounting options

Street Banner Basic
Banner arm on top and
bottom

Street Banner Basic
Banner arm on top,
eyelet on bottom

Street Banner Basic
Wall mount

Street Banner Select
Banner arm on top and
bottom

Street Banner Select
Banner arm on top,
eyelet on bottom

Street Banner Select
Wall mount

Excellent price-performance
ratio
Durable system parts made of
aluminium and stainless steel
Also designed for wall
mounting

Street Banner Select are
specialists when it comes
to advertising on poles and
lampposts exposed to strong
winds. The top-quality systems
will win anyone over, with
specially developed holders
made of robust materials.
Top-quality and exceptionally
stable system for use when
exposed to above-average
stresses
Break-proof system parts
made of stainless steel,
aluminium and glass ﬁbre
Enhanced safety thanks to
an additional locking pin
with retaining ring

www.
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Car Flags
We’ve all seen them – Car ﬂags.
Part of the urban landscape
during major sporting events
and occasions.
Car ﬂags printed with names or
individual graphics are popular
ways of decorating vehicles
during weddings and family
celebrations.
Delivery including ﬂag holder
As national ﬂag or with
advertising print
Quick to setup

Size

Length of ﬂag holder
in cm

Flag size
W x H in cm

M

43

40 x 28

S

30

30 x 20

Small Flags
Small ﬂags are popular ways to
convey advertising and other
messages to the public.
Their eye-catching appeal make
them popular fan and marketing
items during city festivals,
sporting and cultural events.
Small ﬂags are ready-to-use and
last a long time, even when
used frequently.
With sleeve or cord
Wooden dowels available
with or without yellow top
Various wall mountings
available

Ice Cream Flags
Ice cream ﬂags spread your
messages at kiosks, retail outlets,
walls and in foyers. They are
made to promote services and
products of small businesses at
a reasonable price-performance
ratio. Ice cream ﬂags are
available with weatherproof
banners made of vinyl, printable
on both sides or with ﬂags made
of fabric. The ﬂags are supplied
complete with ﬂagpoles.

Made of durable vinyl
banners or with ﬂags made
of fabric
Flagpole tops in a range of
colours and shapes
Wall bracket 60° or 75°

Size
WxH
in cm

Angular
bottom
edge

Straight
bottom
edge

Flag
46 x 46
bracket 60°

46 x 30/57
46 x 37/64

Flag
bracket 75°

46 x 35/47
46 x 52/64

46 x 46

8|9
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Suction Holders
Use glass front panes or other
ﬂat interior surfaces to attach
advertising messages!
Small ﬂags with suction holders
stay in place easily via vacuum
attachment but are also just
as easy to remove – ideal for
retail campaigns, signposts or
advertising during events.
The ﬁxing system can also be
used in conﬁned spaces even
without a pole. A printed display
ﬁlm with punched holes can be
attached directly to windows or
doors using the suction cups.

Also available as advertising banners with four suction cups
Portable advertising or signage, can be used on plain surfaces,
mounted within seconds
No gluing, screwing or drilling required
Suction cups can be removed completely without leaving any
residues

Buntings
Buntings are popular decorative
and event-advertising media
during
sporting
events,
street festivals or company
anniversaries. There are many
ways to deploy them: through
coloured pennants, national
ﬂags
or
with
customised
graphics. In addition to the
classic triangle or rectangle
forms, we manufacture buntings
also in special shapes.
Available in a range of
different lengths and sizes
Usable indoors or outside
Scope to include individual
shapes

Two options possible:
with sleeve or cord
Immediately ready for use,
no pre-washing required
Can be used as handwaving
ﬂag when combined with
a pole

Boat Pennants
Boat Pennants with customised
graphics, lettering, club emblems
or in national colours are classic
choices for sailing or water
sports.
Boat Pennants with a sleeve can
be rounded off with matching
wooden dowels and wall
mountings.

www.
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Fan Banners

Fan Banners: Shapes
square

rectangular

round

t-shirt

Express your enthusiasm with
our fan banners in size XXL.
These huge and durable stadium
banners help fuel an unmatched
atmosphere at any sporting
occasion. Present your club logo,
lettering or advertising messages
with unrivalled prominence,
either high above fans’ heads
or centrally placed on the pitch.
Fan banners turn any sporting
occasion into an unforgettable
event.
Your graphics will be printed on
the most durable ﬂag fabrics.
You can choose from a range of
shapes and executions based on
your requirements: cut or with
reinforced edges, with eyelets or
loops.
Various shapes:
square, rectangular, round
or as a t-shirt
In standard dimensions and
individual sizes
Accessories for ﬁxing
available

Representative Flags
Representative and elegant –
individually printed club ﬂags
are an appealing and economic
alternative to embroidered
ﬂags. Choose between: doubleor single-sided, elegant with
fringes or simple borders, as club
ﬂags or ceremonial ﬂags.
Representative Flags are a
top-grade way of presenting
national and federal state ﬂags
within indoor spaces.
Exceptional priceperformance ratio
Accessories: indoor pole
stands, ﬂagpoles and
ornaments
Fringes and loops in various
colours available
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Banners

Banners spread your message on fences, guard rails or bridges, over
roads and paths - and within interiors.
The use of tried-and-tested ﬂag fabrics and tear-proof seams give
banners exceptional durability.
Along with various standard sizes, the dimensions can also be fully
customised to meet your requirements. Choose from a range of
fabrics, formats and options for ﬁnishing.
Banners can be equipped with classic eyelets or reusable Grip Clips.
Easily attachable
Colourfast and lightfast
Versatile usability indoors or outside

Banners made of Varioﬂag® A SE
Capitalise on the advantages of
Varioﬂag® A SE!
The perforated structure of
banners made of this unique mesh
polyester material renders them
highly breathable, elastic and
thus exceptionally hardwearing –
ideal for outdoor use.
Breathable, elastic and
extremely durable
No hemming required
Also available on roll with
continuous printing

www.
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Banners made of Indekor
Banners
made
of
nonwoven polyester represent a
reasonably priced alternative
for use in short-term campaign
and perimeter advertising.
Despite its low grammage,
Indekor is exceptionally stable,
with outstanding tear and
abrasion resistance, whether
conditions are wet or dry.
This non-woven polyester can
be printed continuously, while
the desired ﬁnal dimensions are
simply to cut from the roll with
scissors to the required length
at the site of use.
Banners made of Indekor can be
supplied with ﬂame-resistant
ﬁnish.
Weatherproof
Tear- and abrasion-resistant
Fixable using nails, glues,
staples or cable ties

Grip Clips
Grip Clips make attaching and
tautening banners as easy as
possible. The banner is placed
and clamped between the upper
and lower parts of the clip. Grip
Clips are the quick and easy
alternative to classic eyelets.
The need for additional tools
or perforation of the material is
eliminated.
Grip Clips are easy to remove
and reuse. The special locking
mechanism allows the practical
eyelets to develop considerable
clamping force
Highly effective, even when
exposed to high tensile
loads
Material-friendly,
replaceable and ﬂexible
Can be removed without
residues

Grip Clip Mini
Material

Grip Clip Midi

Glass-ﬁbre reinforced nylon

Ø eyelet

9 mm

10 mm

Tensile strength

up to 45 kg

up to 100 kg

Suitable for
up to 1.5 mm
material thickness

up to 5 mm

Colours

12 | 13
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Indoor Banners

Indoor banners are the perfect way for you to showcase brands and
messages simply and elegantly. They can be used as partitions, pointof-sale advertising or interior decoration.
All designs, from simple solid-colour graphics to most demanding
screen graphics, are created and made pin-sharp, with brilliant
rendering of colour. High-resolution printing guarantees
outstanding results.
Select from a wide range of fabrics covering the whole spectrum
from transparent to opaque, and also available in ﬂame-retardant
versions.
Even the most challenging of graphics can be screen-printed at
high resolutions
Versatile range of materials for different kinds of use
Various mounting options – from price-conscious to premium!

www.
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Twiny®
Double your advertising effect
on textile banners. Twiny®
technology allows for positive
prints of the same or different
images on the front and rear
side of textile advertising media.
Double your space for
printing on textile banners
Same or different graphics
on the front and back
Usable within interior spaces,
short-term outdoor use

Hanging Options
Metal tubing, modern and
visually appealing, is available in
sizes of Ø 10 mm and Ø 13 mm.

Plastic clamping rails are a
cost-effective and ﬂexible way
of attachment for small and
medium-sized textile banners.

Available in four colours: black,
white, gold and silver
Metal tubes Ø 13 mm with end
caps in matching colours

Available in ﬁve colours:
black, white, gold, silver and
transparent
Including mounting eyelets
and nylon thread
Print replaceable

Aluminium proﬁles Ø 16 mm
help you showcase fabric
banners in a classy and elegant
manner.

Sewn-in and glued-in metal
sticks are the most discreet way
of applying weighting to and
installing textile banners.

Suitable for large formats
Slip-proof
Print replaceable
Including mounting eyelets,
end caps and nylon thread

Suitable for small- and
medium-sized formats
Graphics fully visible
Including hanging clips and
nylon thread

Aluminium clamping rails to
further enhance the visual
appeal of fabric banners.

Wooden dowels are a stable
alternative for use in hanging
textile banners with sleeves.

For textile banners large or
small in size
Rails with slip-proof device
of sponge rubber
Including mounting eyelets,
nylon thread and end caps
Print replaceable

Suitable for medium- and
large-sized formats
Wooden dowels available in
various diameters
Suspension:
cord gets stapled to the
wooden dowels
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Bowﬂag®

Bowﬂag® Basic
Bowﬂag® Basic is the solid,
proven
option
from
the
Bowﬂag® range and boasts an
outstanding price-performance
ratio.
The lightweight system is swift
and easy to put together in
just a few steps. Bowﬂag® Basic
is the perfect choice for costeffective advertising at events,
at the point of sale and during
exhibitions.
With a ﬁrm anchor, single-sided
Bowﬂag® Basic can be used in
conditions up to wind force 6
(almost 50 km/h). When using
double-sided
material,
we
recommend use in conditions
up to wind force 4 (28 km/h).
A comprehensive selection of
bases rounds off the Bowﬂag®
range.
5 shapes
Various sizes
Lightfast prints with excellent
print through

Flying shapes

Drop shape

520 cm

straight bottom edge

angled bottom edge

convex bottom edge

concave bottom edge

Size

L
M

S

XS

255 cm
209 cm
XS
XXS

Ad space in cm

System height in cm

Ad space in cm

85 x 450
80 x 340
60 x 260
55 x 200
50 x 150
40 x 95

430
335
255
209
160
110

120 x 360
110 x 265
95 x 205
75 x 170
55 x 130
40 x 80

Water ﬁlling base P3 with spring

D1406_Katalog_210x315_Inhalt_Sprachen.indd 16

180 cm
125 cm

S

520
410
310
250
180
125

Base plate 40 x 40 cm/9.0 kg
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M

System height in cm

Shapes Bowﬂag® Basic

www.

335 cm

L

250 cm

XXS

Drop
shape

XL

310 cm

XL
L
M
S
XS
XXS

Flying shape

430 cm

410 cm

XL

Crossbar base Ø 83 cm/1.5 kg with swivel

160 cm
110 cm

Ground spike 60 cm/Ø 12 mm with swivel

» Bowﬂag®
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Bowﬂag® Select
Bowﬂag® Select are specialists
when messages are displayed
outdoors in strong winds an outstanding advertising
medium. Its ﬂexible plug-in
system consists of glass ﬁbre
rods. Single- and double-sided
Bowﬂag® Select can be used in
wind speeds of up to 75 km/h
(wind force 8) with a ﬁxed ground
anchorage.
Bowﬂag® Select Razor is a
guaranteed head-turner, thanks
to its unique shape. The brand
new Bowﬂag® Select Tube is your
choice if you want to beneﬁt
from the excellent stability and
sturdiness of aluminium ﬂagpoles,
combined with attractive, striking
shapes of Bowﬂag®.
Windproof option for
outdoor use
Bowﬂag® Select: single- or
double-sided option
Bowﬂag® Select Tube is
available in two widths

Drop shape

Razor

XL
395 cm
L

Tube, ﬂying shapes

Drop shape

485 cm

440 cm
XL

310 cm

500 cm
XL
400 cm

XL

M

L

340 cm

320 cm

L

M

L

255 cm

255 cm

300 cm

M

M

System
Ad Space
height in cm Size in cm

System
Ad Space
height in cm Size in cm

System
Ad Space
height in cm Size in cm

System height
in cm

Ad Space
Size in cm

XL

530

85 x 450

440

120 x 360

485

120 x 405

500

50/80 x 250

L

395

80 x 340

320

110 x 265

340

110 x 285

400

50/80 x 350

M

310

60 x 260

255

95 x 205

255

95 x 205

300

50/80 x 450

Razor
Flying
shapes,
Tube

Flying shapes
530 cm

straight bottom edge

angled bottom edge

convex bottom edge

concave bottom edge

Size

Shapes Bowﬂag® Select

Crossbar base Ø 100 cm/17.0 kg

Concrete base Ø 45 cm/20 kg with swivel

Tube base with swivel

Screw-in-ground mount with swivel

16 | 17
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Bowﬂag® Premium
These new and sensational
shapes are the trendsetters of
the Bowﬂag® range.
Up to 5.80 m high, the Bowﬂag®
Premium are an unbeatable
choice for individual advertising.
Four unique shapes are sure to
convey your message successfully.
Bowﬂag® Premium are available
in single- or double-sided ﬁnish.
With a ﬁxed ground anchor,
singleand
double-sided
Bowﬂag® Premium can be used
at wind speeds of up to 75 km/h
(wind force 8). See online for
further related information or in
special brochures.
Stable base options with spring
were developed with outdoor
use uppermost in mind. These
allow the Bowﬂag® to move
with the wind.
Beach ﬂags from 2.20 m up
to 5.80 m high
Four modern shapes:
Moon, Surfer, Crystal, Dart
A stable and ﬂexible plug-in
system made of aluminium,
glass ﬁbre and steel
segments

Size

Moon

Surfer

Crystal

580 cm

Dart

580 cm
490 cm

450 cm

XL

435 cm

XL
L

L

450 cm

L

350 cm

335 cm

M

M
S

Steel segments ensure
high stability

Base plate 55 x 55 cm/19.7 kg
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XL
L
M
S

System height Ad space
in cm
in cm

System height
in cm

Ad space
in cm

580
450

580
435
350

125 x 510
115 x 365
95 x 280

115 x 510
110 x 380

Crossbar base Ø 100 cm/3.1 kg with swivel

.de

L
305 cm
M

240 cm

S

220 cm

System height
in cm

Ad space
in cm

System height
in cm

Ad space
in cm

490
335
240

150 x 440
105 x 285
75 x 200

450
305
220

150 x 400
105 x 255
75 x 180

Ground spike 70 cm/Ø 17 mm

Water ﬁlling base P3 with swivel

» Bowﬂag®
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Bowﬂag® Specials
Deploying a Floating Base,
enables you to use Bowﬂag®
Basic and Select also on lakes.
The Floating Base gains the
stability required thanks to a
weight on its lower portion.
Available in two versions
Usable with Bowﬂag® Basic
and Bowﬂag® Select
Great ﬂexibility through swivel
with or without spring
Supplementary set available
to retroﬁt water ﬁlling base
P3 as ﬂoating base
Bowﬂag® Basic can be installed
on Pop Up Tent Select and
Gazebo Select and effectively
boost your advertising message
in the process.
With customised graphics or
in 20 stock colours, they will
certainly grab the attention of
all customers and passers-by.
For Bowﬂag® Basic XXS up
to S
Brackets at two different tilt
angles available, made of
glass-ﬁbre reinforced, extrastrong plastic
Attachment does not require
additional tools

Bowﬂag® T is among the
„biggest“ in the category of
small advertising media. They
can be found at trade fairs,
counters and reception desks.
The chrome-plated pedestal
helps the whole structure remain
ﬁrmly in place. Bowﬂag® T are
available in single- or doublesided designs. The double-sided
version allows identical or
contrasting graphics to be shown
on the front and rear side.
Striking drop shape
Single- or double-sided
Total height: 55 cm

Using the Wall-Mount 30°,
Bowﬂag® Basic can be easily
and safely attached to walls
and facades within the range
from XXS to M sizes. The stable
bracket
of
powder-coated
steel is designed for use either
indoors or out. Once mounted,
the weatherproof system can be
reused again and again.
For walls and facades
Bracket made of powdercoated steel
Easy to assemble
Inserted Bowﬂag® can be
exchanged at any time

The Flagpole Economy conveys
advertising messages via the
classic ﬂag medium – the
rectangular
alternative
to
promotional
sails.
Popular
for good reason, thanks to its
mobility, efﬁciency and amazing
price-performance ratio. The
practical aluminium plug-in
system can be put together in
just a few easy steps.

The
Promotional
Backpack
Bowﬂag® conveys information
wherever your target group
may walk. No matter how big
the crowd, they draw attention
to your messages.
Promotional Backpacks are
available in various Bowﬂag®
shapes: drop shape or other
ﬂying
shapes.
For
more
information, see p. 33.

A rectangular alternative to
the classic Bowﬂag®
A simple aluminium plug-in
system with spring buttons
Various standard heights

Ergonomically shaped
Practical side pockets for
bottles, brochures etc.
Additional designs: ﬂag or
display
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Display Systems

Roll Up Select
When it comes to getting the
message across in a ﬂash in a
range of locations, leave it to Roll
Up. The systems can be set up and
dismantled within seconds – pull
the advertising print out of its
case, hang it up – done!
The elegant case made of
aluminium and the transport
case included in delivery protect
the graphics during storage and
transport.
Roll Up has established its
reputation by offering topclass material quality alongside
outstanding functionality.
Various Roll Ups are available
depending on your intended use.

Roll Up Select

Width
80 cm
Also available
as Roll Up
Select with
outline

Roll Up Select
Freely adjustable height
Graphics can be changed easily
and quickly via a clamping
rail attachment mechanism

Roll Up Select
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Roll Up Select Outdoor
double-sided

System size
WxHxD
in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

85 x 212 x 18

80 x 160
up to 200

87 x 212 x 21
Width
80 cm
doublesided

2 x 80 x 160
up to 200

Width
100 cm

105 x 212 x 18

100 x 160
up to 200

Width
120 cm

125 x 212 x 18

120 x 160
up to 200

Width
150 cm

155 x 212 x 18

150 x 160
up to 200

Roll Up Select double-sided

.de

System size
W x H x D in cm
90 x 210 x 82

Print size
W x H in cm
2 x 85 x 205

Roll Up Select Outdoor,
double-sided
Display for outdoor use with
two advertising prints
Spring mechanism to withstand sudden gusts of wind
Additional stability provided
via ground hooks (included
in delivery)

Roll Up Select Outdoor

Roll Up Select Black
System size
Print size
W x H x D in cm W x H in cm
Width
80 cm

85 x 207 x 18
85 x 252 x 18

80 x 200
80 x 245

Width
100 cm

106 x 207 x 18
106 x 252 x 18

100 x 200
100 x 245

Width
150 cm

156 x 207 x 18
156 x 252 x 18

150 x 200
150 x 245

Roll Up Select Black
A display for two heights
with an elegant black
housing
Graphics are attached by
clamping rails

Roll Up Select Black

» Display Systems
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Roll Up Basic
Roll Up Basic is the most costeffective option among the
quick roll-up displays for use on
the move. With a ﬁxed height of
206 cm, it gets your advertising
messages across effectively.
The stable case made of
aluminium protects the print
during transport and storage.

The practical and solid
showcasing solution with
a good price-performance
ratio
Roll Up Basic XL: extra-large
with three heights and a
print size of almost 6 m2
Secured in place thanks to
adjustable feet
Transport case included in
delivery

Attachment of the print

Roll Up Basic
System size
WxHxT
in cm

Roll Up Basic XL: print size ca. 6 m2

Print size
WxH
in cm

Width
80 cm

84 x 206 x 38

80 x 200

Width
100 cm

104 x 206 x 38

100 x 200

Width
150 cm

154 x 206 x 38

150 x 200

Roll Up
Basic XL

206 x 312 x 46

200 x 300
200 x 250
200 x 195

Roll Up Basic

Roll Up Basic XL

Easy Display
Easy Displays are economical allrounder options for long-term
use at points of sale, trade fairs
and in the hotel business.
The print on fabric or display
ﬁlm is tensioned between two
clamping rails using a telescopic
pole. Easy Displays are available
in single- or double-sided design.

Halogen spotlight 50 W

Super-fast exchange of
graphics via clamping rails
Delivered in a transportation
bag and transport case

Easy Display
System size
W x H x T in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

80 x 206 x 51

80 x 200

Easy Display double-sided
System size
W x H x T in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

80 x 206 x 37

2 x 80 x 200

Folding base
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X-Display
The ultra-lightweight X-Display
is the most economical solution
when you want to advertise
professionally on a limited
budget. The eyeleted print is
suspended at the cross-bars and
tightened accordingly.
X-Display Basic

Rod system made of glassﬁbre reinforced plastic
Three bases guarantee a safe
stand
Delivered in a transport case
or bag with pull strap

X-Display Basic
System size
W x H x D in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

86 x 211 x 51

80 x 200

X-Display Economy
System size
W x H x D in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

64 x 165 x 55

60 x 150

Pop Out Banner
Super-lightweight, installable in
no time and impossible to ignore
– Pop Out Banners are ideal
for interior use or short-term
campaign advertising outdoors.
For mobile advertising boards
and pitch perimeter advertising
at sporting events, presentation
areas for sponsors, at trade fairs

X-Display Economy

or for promotional purposes
at the point of sale – superb
versatility across the board.
Unfolds with a ﬂick of the
wrist
Extra lightweight and small,
folds ﬂat thanks to ﬂexible
GRP rods
The base also serves as a
transport bag

Pop Out
Size L

Pop Out
Size M

Pop Out Size S
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Pop Out

Size L

Size M

Size S

System size
W x H x D in cm
Print size
W x H in cm
Transport size
Ø in cm

291 x 110 x 115

215 x 100 x 95

145 x 60 x 65

2 x 291 x 110

2 x 215 x 98

2 x 145 x 58

115

95

65
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Display Wall
Display Wall Basic
Display Wall Basic is the perfect
display option for economical,
large-scale advertising indoors
or out. Assembly couldn’t be
easier. No additional tools are
required.
The system is built of lightweight
aluminium proﬁles and secured
in place using stable base plates.
The print is available as a singleor double-sided version and
can be pulled simply over the
system.

Display Wall Basic
245 cm

Cost-effective display for
portable presentations
Quick to assemble thanks to
the ﬂexible slot-in system
Double-sided option:
identical or contrasting
graphics at the front and
rear sides are possible

Height print in cm
single-sided double-sided

Width print
in cm

245

190

200

300, 232

215

140

150

300, 232

177

140

150

300, 232

215 cm
177 cm

Display Wall Q-Frame®

Format

Width
in cm

Height
in cm

Display Wall Q-Frame® paves the
way for top-quality presentation
and is tensioned in a single- or
double-sided arrangement. This
modern tension frame system
can be used as a freestanding
display in portrait or landscape
style.
The prints come in custom sizes
and are ﬁnished with keder.
Inserting the keder into the slot
of the frame keeps the fabric
tensioned crease-free and easy
to replace at any time. Opaque
and transparent materials can
be combined for fascinating 3D
effects. A range of base options
can be used to round off Display
Wall Q-Frame®.

Portrait style

min. 80
max. 240

min. 80
max. 240

Landscape
style

min. 80
max. 500

min. 80
max. 240

For premium, large-scale
presentations
Frame depth 50 mm
Standard or custom sizes

System
height in cm

Q-Frame® proﬁle 50
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3 D Displays
Lightweight 3D Display with up to ﬁve printed surfaces
Easy to assemble, without using any tools
Can also be illuminated

Cuboid Basic
Cuboid Basic offers lightweight,
portable solutions for indoor
presentations. Those customised
cubes and cuboids are ideal as
mobile eye-catchers at trade
fairs and events, for window
dressing or campaign advertising
at the point of sale. Cuboid Basic
is made of aluminium tubes that
are sticked together. The print is
then simply pulled into place.

Cuboid Basic
Cubes
W x H x D in cm

Cuboid W x H x D in cm
with square
base

with rectangular
base

90 x 90 x 90
140 x 140 x 140
190 x 190 x 190
240 x 240 x 240
290 x 290 x 290

60 x 90 x 60
90 x 140 x 90
120 x 190 x 120
150 x 240 x 150
200 x 290 x 200

50 x 90 x 30
70 x 140 x 45
90 x 190 x 60
120 x 240 x 75
145 x 290 x 90

Three-dimensional body with
up to six printed surfaces
Can be illuminated

Cuboid Q-Frame®
Top-quality three-dimensional
Cuboids Q-Frame® are the
striking centrepiece of any
advertising spaces.
Combining
a
beautifully
concealed Q-Frame® proﬁle
with top-quality printing gives
you visually effective results
when designing premium 3D
objects. Even attractive pillar
trims can be installed with
Cuboid Q-Frame®.
Meanwhile, the practical keder
system allows each print to be
separately replaced.

Prism Basic
The triangular base makes prisms
a unique alternative to cubes and
cuboids in this product category.
Prism Basic can be installed
within interiors. Once the topquality print is stretched into
place, it is a guaranteed headturner at trade fairs, events and
at the point of sale.
The system, which comprises
lightweight aluminium tubes,
is
plugged
together
via
connectors, whereupon the
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Cuboid
Q-Frame®
Cubes

Recommended
sizes
W x H x D in cm
90 x 90 x 90
140 x 140 x 140
190 x 190 x 190
240 x 240 x 240
290 x 290 x 290

Cuboids,
square
base

60 x 90 x 60
90 x 140 x 90
120 x 190 x 120
150 x 240 x 150
200 x 290 x 200

Cuboids,
rectangular
base

50 x 90 x
70 x 140 x
90 x 190 x
120 x 240 x
145 x 290 x

30
45
60
75
90

print is simply pulled over
the frame. The construction
guarantees quick assembly and
dismantling while eliminating
the need for additional tools.
Adding lighting makes these
displays even more eye-catching.
The internal lighting provides
fascinating contrasts.
Cost-efﬁcient 3D display
A lightweight plug-in system
made of aluminium
Printed in lightfast colours
on crease-free fabrics

.de

Q-Frame®
proﬁle
1 x 45°

Q-Frame®
proﬁle
2 x 45°

Prism Basic
Equilateral
triangular
base

Lateral
edges
in cm

Height
in cm

60
90
90
120
120

90
140
190
190
240
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Triple Display
Triple Display gives you three
printed surfaces of around 6 m²
for your messages.
The unique set-up allows a range
of information to be viewed
from various directions.
Triple Display also allows three
identical or contrasting graphics
to be showcased.
The display banners are ﬁxed in
place by clamping rails. A spring

Sidewalk Displays
Sidewalk Displays are the classic
go-to option when you want
street advertising or at trade
fairs and events. At any outdoor
location, they inform customers
of your latest campaigns and
offers. The Sidewalk Displays
Outdoor 1 and 2 are exceptionally
stable, thanks to the frame
elastically supported on special
steel springs and the speciﬁc
base options. All Sidewalk
Displays can be equipped with
two custom prints showing the
same or different graphics.

Info Board
Info Boards were designed for
indoor and outdoor applications.
The practical poster frames are
also usable in either portrait or
landscape format. A range of
different designs is available.
The graphics get printed on
high-quality poster paper.
Info Board B2, equipped with
a maximum of six brochure
holders and two poster frames,
lets your customers take away
informational materials.
Info Boards A3 and A4 are often
used in showrooms or the F & B
industry.

mechanism in the vertical centre
base ensures that the prints are
evenly tautened.
A modern advertising
display with three printed
surfaces and around 6 m2 of
advertising space
Delivery in a practical
transport case
Graphics can be easily
exchanged

Triple Display
Equilateral
triangular
base

System size
W x H x D in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

95 x 208 x 82

3 x 90 x 200

Various designs and sizes
Stable, weatherproof
Graphics printed on paper

Format
DIN A0
DIN A1
DIN A2

With snap frame and superstable base
Info Board B2 with poster
frames and brochure holders

Sidewalk Display
Basic

Sidewalk Display
Select

Sidewalk Display
Outdoor 1

Sidewalk Display
Outdoor 2

System size
W x H in cm

System size
W x H in cm
88.5 x 153.5
64.0 x 116.0
46.5 x 85.0

System size
W x H in cm
97.0 x 153.5
79.0 x 113.5

System size
W x H in cm
89.0 x 148.0
65.0 x 112.5

64.0 x 116.0

Info Board B2

For format
DIN B2
System height 190
in cm
Frame size
54 x 74
W x H in cm

Info Board A3

Info Board A4

DIN A3
101

DIN A4
101

33 x 45

24 x 33
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Barrier Systems
Café Banner
The ﬂexible components of Café
Banners give you room to create
many different representative
versions to separate seating
areas or to direct streams of
pedestrians. Café Banners are a
high-grade option for guiding
visitors on public spaces and
events.
The premium and appealing
graphics make the Café Banner
perfect for sophisticated eateries
and hotels, and equally suited
for indoor or outdoor use.
The system is made of polished
stainless steel. A secure footing
is ensured thanks to the metal
bases covered with stainless steel.
The brilliant prints are pushed
onto the cross bars and can be
replaced at any time. Of course,
you are also free to use doublesided prints.

Field size W x H

Print size W x H

150 x 90 cm

130 x 80 cm

200 x 90 cm

180 x 80 cm

250 x 90 cm

230 x 80 cm

Sample combinations

Straight
shape

L-shape

T-shape

Cross
U-shape

Barrier System
The Barrier System, as well
as offering a good priceperformance ratio, is ideal for
use at sporting events, trade
fairs or as a visitor guidance
system in public areas.
The system is made of individual
aluminium tubes (Ø 25 mm)
joined with PVC connectors.

Recommended sizes

Barrier system of polished
stainless steel
Heavy bases with a durable
stainless steel cover ensure
safe stability
Single- or double-sided prints

Cost-effective barrier system
with a simple modular
construction method
Round it off with various
base options
Continuous designs are
possible
Single- or double-sided
prints

Recommended sizes single-ﬁeld version
Field size W x H Print size W x H
150 x 75 cm
142 x 60 cm
150 x 100 cm
142 x 85 cm
150 x 125 cm
142 x 110 cm
200 x 75 cm
192 x 60 cm
200 x 100 cm
192 x 85 cm
200 x 125 cm
192 x 110 cm
250 x 75 cm
242 x 60 cm
250 x 100 cm
242 x 85 cm
250 x 125 cm
242 x 110 cm

Sample combinations
Single-ﬁeld version
L-shape

Straight shape
Square

Continuously ﬁnished version

Straight shape

U-shape

L-shape
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Fence Scrims and Jackets
On various occasions and
events, crowd barriers are
used as security fences or to
guide visitors. Fence Scrims and
Jackets for barriers are also
effective advertising spaces for
event organisers, sponsors or
companies.
Fully printed fence scrims and
jackets are available in three
standard sizes, making them
suitable for conventional crowd
barriers
(e.g.
demarcation
barriers, demo barriers).
Graphics are printed on durable
and
long-lasting
materials.
Fence Scrims can also be
continuously
printed
and
delivered on a roll.
The banners can be quickly and
easily attached to the barriers
with cable ties or elastic cords.
The jackets are pulled over the
crowd barriers and attached to
the frame through eyelets.

Portable Panels
Portable Panels are the perfect
choice for good value threedimensional advertising spaces
and pitch perimeter advertising.
Their light weight and the use
of a simple frame construction
means they can be assembled
or dismantled in no time and
without using any tools. Making
them ideal as mobile guidance
systems and direction signs at
trade fairs and events.
The
system
consists
of
lightweight aluminium tubes,
joined with PVC connectors.
You can choose between fabric
or reasonably priced non-woven
polyester for the printed cover.
To assure a save stand when
using the system outdoors,
ground hooks or water-ﬁllable
weight bags are available to
ensure stability.

Durable PVC banners with
metal eyelets, printed on
one side
Textile jackets made of
non-woven polyester or
breathable Varioﬂag® A SE
Can be attached to
standard crowd barriers

Standard sizes

A simple and economical
slot-in system
Expandable via connectors
Available options: open with
two printed panels or all
sides covered with ﬁve
printed panels

Portable Panels

Fence Scrims for
crowd barriers
W x H in cm

Suitable for
crowd barriers
Size

Jackets for
crowd barriers
W x H in cm

Suitable for
crowd barriers
Size

183 x 75

200 x 110 cm

200 x 82

200 x 110 cm

213 x 75

230 x 110 cm

230 x 82

230 x 110 cm

233 x 75

250 x 110 cm

250 x 82

250 x 110 cm

Lateral edge Width
in cm
in cm

Height
in cm

58

150

50

58

250

50

92

150

80

92

250

80

Portable Panel
all sides covered
Portable Panel
open
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Wall Frames
Wall Frame Q-Frame® 15/25
Wall Frames Q-Frame® prove
their worth with a contemporary
and premium look.
Only
15 mm
deep,
the
exceptionally shallow frame
makes them perfect for wallmounting, not to mention their
exceptional price-performance
ratio. Their super-sturdy and
sophisticated design with proﬁle
depth of 25 mm is particularly
well-suited as a vehicle for
showcasing large-scale, textile
wall- and ceiling coverings.

Wall Frame Q-Frame®
double-sided
One frame – two views.
When suspended from ceilings
or cross-beams, the topquality double-sided Q-Frame®
advertising medium is an eyecatching must-have at the point
of sale, during exhibitions and
product presentations.
The frame system can be
covered on both sides. Thanks
to the keder sewed onto the
brilliant prints, changing the
motif is more than easy.

Elegant and ultra-slim wall
frames made of aluminium
Two frame depths:
15 mm, 25 mm
Prints can be easily attached
and replaced via keder

Q-Frame® proﬁle 15

The combination of opaque and
transparent materials allows
interesting 3D effects to be
generated.
An elegant advertising
frame to be suspended from
ceilings and cross-beams
Frame depth 50 mm
Identical or contrasting
motifs on front and rear
sides possible
Easy attachment and
changeover of graphics via
keder system
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Q-Frame® proﬁle 50

Quick-exchange frames for
posters in four standard sizes
Proﬁle width 32 mm
Drill holes on the rear side
for wall-mounting
Lightweight and long-lasting

Snap Frame
The classic snap frame is also a
perfect way to display posters
made of paper simply and costeffectively. Usable in portrait or
landscape format, e.g. for retail
advertising posters, posters
on ofﬁce walls or escape and
rescue routes.
Snap frames are characterised
by fast and tool-free poster
changes.

Q-Frame® proﬁle 25

Snap
Frame

System size
W x H in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

DIN A0
DIN A1
DIN A2
DIN A3

88.4 x
63.0 x
46.3 x
34.2 x

84.1 x
59.4 x
42.0 x
29.7 x

.de

123.0
88.4
63.0
46.5

118.9
84.1
59.4
42.0
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Light Boxes
Snap Frame LED
Snap Frames LED let your
message shine bright day and
night without wasting energy!
The brilliance of the colours is
even more impressive with the
use of LED backing.
The latest LED edge lighting
and built-in deﬂector plate help
ensure smooth illumination of
the print.
The ingenious snap frame
mechanism enables to exchange
your graphics at any time.

Snap
Frame
LED

System size
WxH
in cm

Print size
WxH
in cm

A0

88 x 122

81.4 x 116.3

A1

63 x 88

56.8 x 81.6

A2

46 x 63

39.2 x 57.3

Super slim and space-saving,
frame depth only 20 mm
Energy-saving LED lighting
Remains lit up to
100.000 hours

Light Box Q-Frame® LED
Brighten your ideas. Light
Boxes Q-Frame® LED present
your custom graphics in an
elegant and ﬂexible manner.
They combine a top-quality
aluminium frame with perfectly
tensioned textile prints.
The backlighting gives each
motif a truly unique depth
and intensity. The frame itself
fades into the background,
leaving the full spotlight
on your message. Light Box
Q-Frame® LED is suitable for
wall-mounting within interior
spaces. To facilitate transport,
the system is pre-assembled and
delivered in dismantled form.
The Light Box Q-Frame® LED
brings tried and trusted tension
frame systems together with the
latest LED technology: bright,
energy-efﬁcient, durable.
Top-quality high-power LED
straps ensure intensive and
smooth backlighting of the
graphic. The long service life

and low power consumption of the LED lighting
guarantees that they can be used in both an
economical and resource-saving manner.
Custom sizes and formats possible
Prints can be quickly changed with no special
tools
Bright and energy-efﬁcient power LEDs that
last up to 22.000 h
LED components factory pre-assembled

Light Box Q-Frame® LED

Width in cm

Height in cm

Formats

min. 40
max. 480

min. 40
max. 300
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Hanging Displays
Hanging Displays of
aluminium tubes/proﬁles
Express your advertising the way
you want! A range of aluminium
proﬁles can be curved to
individual
speciﬁcations
or
combined to form threedimensional Hanging Displays.
Combining different shapes and
illuminating them opens up
new perspectives in the quest
to convey your advertising
messages at trade fairs, events
or at the point of sale.
The textile prints stand out for
the brilliance of their colours
and pin-sharp details.
Customised radii and shapes
can be implemented: Ceiling
trims, curves, cylinders, cubes or

Examples

Hanging Display made of aluminium
tubes, all sides covered, illuminated

Hanging Display made of aluminium
tubes, open

cuboids – only the best, whatever the shape. Simply choose out of the
range below or create a new shape according to your requirements.
Lightweight Hanging Displays with good price-performance ratio
Including mounting, BGV-C1 compliance possible
Ease of transport and space-saving storage with units delivered
in dismantled form

Base

System height Possible proﬁles

Circle

100 cm
150 cm
200 cm
250 cm

Aluminium proﬁle Ø 30 mm
Aluminium proﬁle 17 x 44 mm
Q-Frame® proﬁle 50

Ellipse

100 cm
150 cm
200 cm
250 cm

Aluminium proﬁle Ø 30 mm
Aluminium proﬁle 17 x 44 mm
Q-Frame® proﬁle 50

Rectangle

100 cm
150 cm
200 cm
250 cm

Aluminium proﬁle Ø 30 mm
Aluminium proﬁle 17 x 44 mm
Aluminium tube Ø 25 mm, Ø 20 mm, Ø 10 mm
Q-Frame® proﬁle 50

Curve

100 cm
150 cm
200 cm
250 cm

Aluminium proﬁle Ø 30 mm, Ø 22 mm, Ø 16 mm
Aluminium proﬁle 17 x 44 mm
Aluminium tube Ø 25 mm, Ø 20 mm, Ø 10 mm
Q-Frame® proﬁle 50

S-shape,
Tail curve

100 cm
150 cm
200 cm
250 cm

Aluminium proﬁle Ø 30 mm, Ø 22 mm, Ø 16 mm
Aluminium proﬁle 17 x 44 mm
Aluminium tube Ø 25 mm, Ø 20 mm, Ø 10 mm
Q-Frame® proﬁle 50

U-shape

100 cm
150 cm
200 cm
250 cm

Aluminium proﬁle Ø 30 mm, Ø 22 mm, Ø 16 mm
Aluminium proﬁle 17 x 44 mm
Aluminium tube Ø 25 mm, Ø 20 mm, Ø 10 mm
Q-Frame® proﬁle 50

L-shape

100 cm
150 cm
200 cm
250 cm

Aluminium proﬁle Ø 30 mm, Ø 22 mm, Ø 16 mm
Aluminium proﬁle 17 x 44 mm
Aluminium tube Ø 25 mm, Ø 20 mm, Ø 10 mm
Q-Frame® proﬁle 50
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BGV-C1-compliant mounting

Curved aluminium tube

Hanging Display made of aluminium
tubes

» Display Systems
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Hanging Displays Q-Frame®
Hanging Displays Q-Frame® ensure
top-quality brand awareness at
trade fairs, events or in shopping
centres. Whether curved or
rectangular, the versatile proﬁle
paves the way to implement the
widest possible range of shapes
and combinations. Printed on
textile materials, advertising
messages and graphics really
come into their own.
Top-quality three-dimensional
Hanging Displays, single- or
double-sided textile covers
Practical and easily
exchangeable prints thanks
to a keder system
Complete exhibition stands
can be constructed with
Q-Frame® proﬁles

Hanging Displays Economy
The Cylinder Economy represents
a cost-effective advertising
medium for your next trade
fair or promotional campaign.
Assembly couldn‘t be easier.
Lightweight ﬂexible ﬁbreglass
rods are inserted into the
sleeves on the upper and lower
edges of the print. These are
the components which give the
cylinder its consummate form.

Circle Display is the XXL solution
for attractive and memorable
brand presentation.
With an overall diameter of
up to 300 cm, Circle Displays
offer 14 m² of advertising space
split into four separate areas.
Double-sided designs offer you
twice the advertising space.
The unique shape of the
Circle Display is thanks to a
combination of ﬂexible GRP
rods and metal crosses which
are joined together.

Circle Q-Frame® double-sided

Q-Frame® proﬁle 1 x 45°

Q-Frame® proﬁle 2 x 45°

Q-Frame® proﬁle 50

Ultra-lightweight Hanging Display with good
price-performance ratio
Easy to assemble with no additional tools
Shaped via GRP rods

Height in cm

Ø in cm

80
80
90
90
100
100

150
200
250
300
350
400

Hanging Display with a spectacular shape
Up to eight printed surfaces for double-sided
designs
Low weight, making suspension from ceilings
and cross-beams easy

Height in cm

Ø in cm

120
160
200
300

120
160
200
300
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Exhibition Kits

Pop Up Klett
This lightweight and stable
folding display with the seamless
large-scale print is the ideal tool
for trade fairs and promotions at
a variety of sites
With or without side covering
Print is ﬁxed to the rack
using hook-and-loop tape
The print may remain on
the folding display during
transport and storage

Quick setup:
pull apart, close
the connectors –
done.

Pop Up Klett

System size
Print size
W x H x D in cm W x H in cm

Pop Up Klett 3 x 3

228 x 228 x 30

228 x 228

Pop Up Klett 3 x 3
with side panels

228 x 228 x 30

288 x 228

Pop Up Klett 4 x 3

302 x 228 x 30

302 x 228

Pop Up Klett 4 x 3
with side panels

302 x 228 x 30

362 x 228

Transport Trolley
and lighting
included in delivery

Pop Up Klett Curve
This curved Pop Up Klett system
includes two advantages of
folding displays. The concave
front is combined with a print
which can remain on the system
during storage and transport –
an unbeatable pairing.
The print is ﬁxed directly to
the rack using hook-andloop tape
Quick assembly thanks to its
construction
Delivered in a Transport Trolley

Transport Trolley
Pop Up Klett Curve

System size
W x H x D in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

Pop Up Klett Curve 3 x 3

240 x 225 x 60

272 x 225

Pop Up Klett Curve 4 x 3

320 x 225 x 70

341 x 225

Pop Up Magnet
This superb concave Pop Up
folding display is suitable for
large-scale tasks. The customised
printed panels are ﬁxed onto
the magnetic rails of the system
with the aid of magnetic strips.
System made of aluminium,
for ease of assembly and
dismantling
Magnetically secured
advertising panels
Panels additionally
laminated
Delivery includes Transport
Trolley and lighting
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Pop Up Magnet

System size
W x H x D in cm

Print size
Number
W x H in cm of panels

Pop Up Magnet 4 x 3 310 x 223 x 80 403 x 223

6

Pop Up Magnet 5 x 3 370 x 223 x 100 470 x 223

7

.de

» Exhibition Kits
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Promotion Counter

Promotion
Counter

Promotion Counter Klett

Promotion Counter Magnet

Hardcase Trolley

System size
W x H x D in cm

100 x 105 x 32

130 x 100 x 40

76 x 100 x 46

Round off your advertising
campaign or trade fair stand with
a customised Promotion Counter.
Straight or convex front
Depending on counter, a
textile print or print made
of laminated display ﬁlm is
included
Hardcase Trolley is a means
of transport and promotion
counter all in one

Brochure Stands
The practical brochure racks
are a must-have for any trade
fair, presentation or exhibition.
They represent a prominent
medium to showcase brochures,
advertising hand-outs, ﬂyers or
catalogues. Always accessible
for your customers.
Brochure racks are available in
various versions, including for
brochures in the format DIN A3.
Foldable or rollable for
transport and space-saving
storage
Case or transport bag
included in delivery

Brochure Stands 100.001

100.002

200.001

300.001

300.002

Height in cm

150

147

157

140

140

Shelves

5 x DIN A4

5 x DIN A3

4 x DIN A4

4 x DIN A4

8 x DIN A4

Included
in delivery

Promotional Backpack X-Display

Promotional Backpack Bowﬂag®

Promotional Backpack Flag

Available with Bowﬂag®,
ﬂags or displays
With side pockets
Lightweight
Ergonomic airmesh padding

Promotional Backpack Flag

Promotional
Backpacks
are
wearable
eye-catchers
for
trade fairs, campaigns or other
occasions. They help spreading
your message on public events
where your advertising stands
out in the crowd!

Promotional Backpack Bowﬂag®

Promotional Backpacks

Promotional Backpack
Bowﬂag® drop shape
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Gazebo Select and Pop Up Tent Select

Gazebo Select and
Pop Up Tent Select
Gazebo Select and Pop Up Tent
Select are professional tent
systems for presentations and
other occasions. Proving their
worth in terms of functionality,
durability and ﬂexibility.
A solid foldable framework
of rust-free aluminium and
top-quality hexagonal proﬁles
guarantee the system remains
super-stable. The tent poles are
height-adjustable in 5 levels.
Full-surface, full-colour printed
roof covers, valances and side
walls stand for a high grade of
individuality.
Thanks to the hook-and-loop
tape sewed onto the walls on
both sides, the graphic can be
prominently attached to the
interior or exterior of the folding
tent and displayed as required.
An additional lamination means
all prints remain waterproof,
UV-resistant and exceptionally
scratch-resistant.
High stability with poles
made of top-quality
hexagonal proﬁles
Fully printable in full colour
design
Waterproof and scratchresistant through additional
lamination after printing
Comprehensive selection of
walls: solid walls, half-height
walls, walls with windows
and doors

Gazebo Select / Pop Up Tent Select

Base
W x H in cm

Overall
height

Overhead
clearance

Weight

Walls

Gazebo Select 3 x 3 m
Pop Up Tent Select 3 x 3 m

300 x 300

360 cm

Overhead
clearance of
the gazebo is
adjustable in
5 levels:
180 cm,
188 cm,
196 cm,
204 cm,
215 cm

17 kg

·
·
·
·
·

Solid wall
Half-height wall
Wall with windows
Wall with door
Wall with door and
window

Gazebo Select 3 x 4.5 m
Pop Up Tent Select 3 x 4.5 m

300 x 450

360 cm

Overhead
clearance
Pop Up Tent
Select:
196 cm

23 kg

·
·
·
·
·

Solid wall
Half-height wall
Wall with windows
Wall with door
Wall with door and
window

Gazebo Select 3 x 6 m
Pop Up Tent Select 3 x 6 m

300 x 600

360 cm

30 kg

·
·
·
·
·

Solid wall
Half-height wall
Wall with windows
Wall with door
Wall with door and
window

Pop Up Tent Select
3 x 4.5 m,
1 wall with
panoramic window

Gazebo Select 3 x 3 m
Pop Up Tent Select 3 x 6 m, 3 solid walls

Transport Trolleys in
two sizes with handle
and rollers ensure the
tent system can be
transported safely.

Stable hexagonal proﬁle
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Folding tents
stand out for
their light
weight and
quick setup.
The roof cover
can be left in
place on the
frame for storage
and transport.

» Gazebo Select and Pop Up Tent Select
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Accessories

Accessories
Leg Banners

Various
advertising
and
decorative
accessories
are
available to round off Gazebo
Select and Pop Up Tent Select.
Printed
with
customised
graphics or in stock colours,
they will grab the attention of
all customers and passers-by
and create an atmosphere of
enthusiasm.
Decorative corner curtains
and drapes: putting you
in the party mood for
weddings, birthdays and
anniversaries
Exchangeable banners for
tent walls and valances: for
ever-changing tent visuals
Professional accessories:
practical transport trolley
with handle and rollers,
non-slip base plates,
various attachment and
safety systems

Additional advertising
space and elegant
covering of tent poles
on Gazebo Select

·
·
·
·
·

Corner Curtains

· 20 stock colours available
· Attachment with
hook-and-loop tape to
the valance and roof
· Tieback for ﬁxation to
tent poles
· Size (W x H):
80 x 200 cm

Attractive decoration
made of shiny, ﬂameretardant knitted
polyester

Fully printed in full-colour process
Scratch-resistant thanks to lamination
Attachment by means of hook-and-loop tape
Available individually or in a four-piece set
Size (W x H):
150 x 200 cm

Bow XL
Party decoration for
folding tents and
gazebos, in stock
colours and ﬁve
different standard
lengths

· Loop made of polyester,
with fastening strap
· Lengths:
80 cm, 100 cm, 150 cm, 200 cm,
250 cm
· 20 stock colours available

Bowﬂag® Basic
Available in sizes
XXS – S with
customised print or in
20 stock colours

· Various versions:
with drop shape or ﬂying shapes
· Bowﬂag® brackets for tent poles,
vertical or at 30°

Ice Cream Flags
Ice Cream Flags
printed on both sides,
made of robust vinyl,
with ﬂag bracket 75°

· Printed on
both sides
· With suitable holder
for attaching
· Two sizes:
46 x 35/47 cm,
46 x 52/64 cm

Changeable Banners

Designs can be faced inwards and
outwards

Tent pegs in T-shape

For short-term
campaign advertising
on tent walls and
valances

· Exchangeable banner for
short-term outdoor use
· Attachment with hook-and-loop tape
· Fully printed in four colours
· Flame retardant material

Weighting plates 18 x 20 cm/5 kg

Water ﬁlling weights 7.5 l

Flooring sheets and stakes
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Large-format Banners

Large-format Banners are highly effective and striking advertising
tools for events, products and information.
Printed on one or both sides with customised graphics, they can be
ﬁxed to buildings, facades and fences.
Large-format Banners are used more and more frequently, including
for creative interior concepts, trade fair stands, exhibitions and
entire stage designs. The scope of use here also includes materials in
ﬂame retardant versions.
Execution and ﬁnishing of your banner are tailored to the
speciﬁc requirements of your application: All sides cut, with edge
reinforcement, eyelets, sleeve or keder.
Banner systems for mounting Large-format Banners to walls and
facades
Large-format Banners available as barrier signage and scaffold
advertising
Fence Scrims and Jackets for crowd barriers available (more
information on p. 27)
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PVC Banner
Long-lasting PVC Banners are
very popular, particularly for
large-scale
and
prominent
outdoor advertising.
The PVC Banner Basic is cut on
all sides without additional
edge reinforcement which
guarantees for an exceptional
price-performance ratio. They
are available with metal eyelets,
Grip Clips or transparent,
recyclable plastic eyelets.
PVC Banners, ﬁnished with

PVC Banner with metal eyelet,
edges reinforced

Mesh Banner
Air permeable Mesh Banners
beneﬁt from a reduced wind
resistance in comparance to
customary PVC banners –
further enhancing its durability
when used outdoors.
The
web-like,
translucent
material is perfect for large-scale
advertising designs on facades
and window showcases, since
more daylight can shine through
it and into adjoining rooms.
One further advantage of mesh

Mesh Banner with metal eyelet,
edges reinforced

reinforced edges and metal
eyelets, are ideal for use
under particularly demanding
conditions, where their longevity
is assured.
Shiny vinyl banners in ﬂame
retardant version, printed
in striking colours with high
lightfastness
PVC Banner Basic with
an exceptional priceperformance ratio
Various mounting
accessories can be ordered

PVC Banner with plastic eyelet,
all sides cut

banners is their low weight.
Flame-retardancy also makes
them ideal for trade fairs and
retail shops. A wide range
of accessories is available for
attachment purposes.
Breathable and translucent
mesh banner for various
indoor and outdoor
applications
Cost-efﬁcient Mesh Basic
B1/M1 (ca. 300 g/m²)
Durable Mesh Premium B1/
M1 (ca. 350 g/m²)

Mesh Banner with Grip Clip Midi
black, cut
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Banner Frames
Banner Frame (Wall)
The Banner Frame (Wall) allows
banners to be attached to walls
either indoors or out: at trade
fairs and exhibitions, in foyers
and waiting areas or at the
point of sale.
The print remains in place using
a rail at the upper and lower
edge of the advertising banner.
The rails are easy to install on
a wall, with stable mounting
attachments. The rust-proof
and stable Banner Frame (Wall)

Banner Frame (Facade)
This Banner Frame (Facade)
can be used to attach banners
outdoors to facades.
The ﬂexible tension system
combines high-quality material
with
easy
handling:
The
advertising banner is kept taut
using a stable expander-rope
in the ﬁxing clip installed on
the frame. This makes changing
graphics quick and easy.

Banner Lift

is also characterised by its low
requirement of maintenance.
It is available in two versions.
The ﬂexible system can also be
deployed outdoors as a closed
frame. The horizontal and
vertical tensible wall brackets
ensure optimal stability.
Available in two versions:
rail at the upper and lower
edge or as completely closed
frame
Banners can be exchanged
at any time

The Banner Frame (Facade) is
available in numerous sizes.
Thanks to the stable wall
brackets, large formats are also
feasible. The system can be
expanded on a modular basis as
required.
Very large-scale formats
possible without support
proﬁle
Statically tested system

double-sided presentations up
to a size of 600 x 600 cm.

The Banner Lift allows optimally
expedited switching of Largeformat Banners without any
need for extra scaffolding or
hydraulic platforms.
The
simple
crank-operated
device ensures that banners
with a max. height of 2,000 cm
and width of 1,400 cm can be
easily replaced. The individual
system
components
are
delivered pre-assembled. This
helps guarantee swift and easy
assembly. Alternatively, as a
freestanding option, the Banner
Lift can be used for single- or
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Can also be operated from
the roof
Pre-assembled delivery
Crank control for high user
convenience
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Barrier Signage
A-Panels
The modern A-Panels combine
the advantages of Sidewalk
Displays and large-scale Barrier
Signage. They excel when it
comes to ﬂexible presentations
of Fence Scrims.
Combined with various ground
ﬁttings, they can be used on
both hard and soft ground.
For the covering, robust vinyl
banners or breathable mesh
banners are used. With cable

Single Panels
Single Panels are the classic
option for construction site
advertising.
This versatile advertising medium
can be barrier, advertising space
and privacy shield all in one and
is increasingly popular for use
in event announcements and
product advertising.
Regardless of whether singly, in
series or individually arranged,
advertising
messages
on
barrier fences offer guaranteed
prominence. They can be
attached with cable ties, for

Scaffold Advertising
Use scaffolding as a medium for
conveying advertising or as an
information space. Scaffolding
banners are a practical and
economic option for attracting
target groups or passers-by
directly on-site.
Once the construction work is
complete, the weatherproof
prints can be removed and
reused elsewhere. Scaffolding
banners can be used over
one or two scaffold levels. No

ties, attaching eyeleted PVC
banners couldn’t be easier.
Single- or double-sided
covering possible
Various ground ﬁttings,
usable on hard or soft
ground

System size
WxH
in cm

Base
WxH
in cm

Print size
WxH
in cm

200 x 335

200 x 200

174 x 338

example. Single Panels with
weatherproof covering are
intended for long-term outdoor
use. When combined with
suitable ground ﬁttings, they
can be used on hard or soft
ground.
Single- or double-sided
covering possible
Various ground ﬁttings,
usable on hard or soft ground

System size
W x H in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

200 x 350

174 x 338

additional equipment is needed
to attach the advertising to the
scaffolding. As required, you can
select from a range of materials.
High durability with low
weight
Reusable, therefore costeffective
Size W x H in cm
1 Scaffold level
2 Scaffold level

200 x 205
250 x 205
200 x 410
250 x 410
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Flagpoles

Flagpoles
When you purchase poles from
Sachsen Fahnen / Vispronet®, you
are getting tried and tested
quality produced in Germany.
Continually
reﬁned
and
improved, the conical or
cylindrical ﬂagpoles available
offer unbeatable functionality,
durability and safety.
Top-quality alloys are used to
produce the elegant aluminium
ﬂagpoles, which retain their
value. They have been statically
tested up to a wind speed of
at least 9 Beaufort (approx.
88 km/h). However, ﬂags should
be taken down in exceptionally
strong winds or storms.
The ﬂagpoles are available in
options from 5 to 12 m high.
Depending on the selected
ﬂagpole,
various
ground
ﬁttings and other accessories
are also available.
We offer a ﬁve-year guarantee
on the pole tubing and a twoyear guarantee on functional
components. This is contingent
on proper construction and
assembly as well as proper
maintenance. Wear parts and
damage from strong winds are
not covered by the guarantee.

Flagpoles with hoistable banner arm
Cylindrical poles
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Conical pole

Cylindrical pole

Pole

Protect Extend

Lift Extend

K-Protect Extend

Basic Extend

Description

· Secured against theft
via internal halyard
· Pole tube with groove
· Pole tube Ø 75 mm,
height 5/6 m:
hoistable banner arm
length 120 cm
· Pole tube Ø 90/100 mm:
hoistable banner arm
freely adjustable
from 100 cm to 160 cm
· Top-quality alloy
· Ground ﬁttings available
separately

· Secured against theft
via internal halyard
· Pole tube with groove
· Pole tube Ø 75 mm,
height 5/6 m:
hoistable banner arm
length 120 cm
· Pole tube Ø 90/100 mm:
hoistable banner arm
freely adjustable
from 100 cm to 160 cm
· Top-quality alloy
· Ground ﬁttings available
separately

· Secured against theft
via internal halyard
· Hoistable telescopic
banner arm
freely adjustable
from 100 to 160 cm
· Pole tube with sliding
carriage proﬁle (C-rail)
· Pole tube seamless and
conical
· Top-quality alloy
· Ground ﬁttings available
separately

· Pole tube without
groove
· Pole tube Ø 75 mm,
height 5/6 m:
non-hoistable banner
arm made of aluminium
length 120 cm
· Pole tube Ø 90/100 mm:
non-hoistable banner
arm, freely adjustable
from 100 cm to 160 cm
· Top-quality alloy
· Ground ﬁttings available
separately

Scope of
delivery

·
·
·
·

· Rotating ﬂagpole top
· Removable banner arm
· Crank hoisting device
including steel rope with
spring pre-load as well as
locking bar with locking
pin
· Swivel rings
· Flag weight

· Rotating ﬂagpole top
· Hoistable telescopic
banner arm
· Nylon halyard concealed
in the C-rail
· Cleat with lockable cover
· Flag weight

·
·
·
·

Pole tube
Ø in mm

Pole tube
Ø lower / Ø upper in mm

Pole tube Ø in mm

Rotating ﬂagpole top
Removable banner arm
Nylon halyard
Case for operating
elements with key lock
and quick-ﬁxing
· Swivel rings
· Flag weight

Height above Pole tube
ground in m Ø in mm

Top German-made quality
Options: without banner
arm, hoistable or nonhoistable banner arm
TÜV (Technical Inspection
Association) approved
Five-year guarantee on all
ﬂagpoles

www.

Flagpole with nonhoistable banner arm

.de

Rotating ﬂagpole top
Removable banner arm
Swivel rings
Flag weight

*also available as two-part pole

5

75

75

75*

6

75
90

75
90

75*
90*

7

75
90
100

75
90
100

114/76

75*
90*
100

8

75
90
100

75
90
100

135/76

75*
90*
100

9

100

100

145/76

100

10

100

100

145/76

100

11

177/76

12

177/76
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Flagpoles without banner arm
Cylindrical poles

Conical poles

Basic

Protect

Lift

K-Basic

K-Protect

K-Lift

· External halyard
· Pole tube without groove
· Pole tube seamless
cylindrical
· Top-quality alloy
· Ground ﬁttings available
separately

· Secured against theft via
internal halyard
· Pole tube with groove
· Top-quality alloy
· Ground ﬁttings available
separately

· Secured against theft
via internal halyard
· Pole tube with groove
· Top-quality alloy
· Ground ﬁttings available
separately

· External halyard
· Pole tube without groove
· Pole tube seamless and
conical
· Top-quality alloy
· Ground ﬁttings available
separately

· Secured against theft via
internal halyard
· Pole tube with sliding
carriage proﬁle (C-rail)
· Cleat with lockable cover
· Pole tube seamless and
conical
· Top-quality alloy
· Ground ﬁttings available
separately

· Secured against theft via
internal halyard
· Pole tube with sliding
carriage proﬁle (C-rail)
· Pole tube seamless and
conical
· Top-quality alloy
· Ground ﬁttings available
separately

· Flagpole top with
integrated deﬂector roll
· Nylon halyard with
high-alloyed steel snap
hook
· Cleat

· Flagpole top with
integrated deﬂector roll
· Nylon halyard
· Sliding carriage with
high-alloyed eyelet and
four ﬂag brackets
· Case for operating
elements with key lock
and quick-ﬁxing
· Flag weight

· Flagpole top with
integrated deﬂector roll
· Sliding carriage with
high-alloyed eyelet and
four ﬂag brackets
· Crank hoisting device,
including steel rope with
spring pre-load, lock and
manual crank
· Flag weight

· Flagpole top with
integrated deﬂector roll
· Nylon halyard with
high-alloyed steel snap
hook
· Cleat

· Flagpole top with
integrated deﬂector roll
· Nylon halyard concealed
in the C-rail
· Flag weight

· Pole head with built-in
deﬂector roll
· Crank hoisting device
including steel rope
concealed in the C-rail
with spring pre-load,
key lock and manual
crank
· Flag weight

Pole tube Ø in mm

Pole tube

Pole tube
Ø in mm

Pole tube
Ø lower / Ø upper in mm

Pole tube
Ø lower / Ø upper in mm

Pole tube
Ø lower / Ø upper in mm

*also available as two-part pole Ø in mm

75*

75

75

75*
90*

75
90

75
90

75*
90*
100

75
90
100

75
90
100

114/76

114/76

114/76

75*
90*
100

75
90
100

75
90
100

135/76

135/76

135/76

100

100

100

145/76

145/76

145/76

100

100

100

145/76

145/76

145/76

177/76

177/76

177/76

177/76

177/76

177/76
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Portable Flagpoles
Budget Flagpole
With a height of up to 6.20 m,
Budget Flagpole is guaranteed
to be seen. Its ease of
handling
and
exceptional
price-performance ratio are
what make this weatherproof
telescopic mast so popular.
For long- or short-term use,
Budget Flagpole allows you to
showcase your club, national
or advertising ﬂags in front of
buildings and parks.
Comprising ﬁve pole segments
which can be joined together,

T-Pole® 100
Modern telescopic poles are
the ﬂexible solution for mobile
ﬂag promotion within interior
spaces or short-term campaign
advertising outdoors.
At up to 5.40 m high, they
remain prominent even from a
considerable distance.
The rotatable banner arms also
guarantee that the ﬂags wave
fully unfolded at all times.
For a safe stand, T-Pole® 100 can

T-Pole® 200
T-Pole®
200
are
portable
ﬂagpoles. The height of the pole
itself can be adjusted freely.
The telescopic pole is locked
via counter rotation of the
individual pole segments. This
allows the pole to be adjusted
to any height, depending on
on your requirements and
ceiling height. Thanks to the
rotatable banner arm, the ﬂags
remain fully unfolded within
interior spaces or for short-term
campaigns outdoors and can be
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the lightweight and stable
ﬂagpole can be set up in a
few minutes. As well as the
plastic ground sleeve included
in delivery, additional ground
ﬁttings are also available.
Flagpole consisting of ﬁve
segments with an unbeatable
price-performance ratio
Height can be adjusted by
reducing the number of pole
segments
Plastic ground sleeve
included in delivery

be combined with various base
options and put together quickly
and easily.
Portable, lightweight
telescopic pole with
rotatable banner arms
Telescopic pole, four-stage,
height-adjustable
Simple assembly and
dismantling with no extra
tools
Various base options and
ground ﬁttings available

seen well from all sides. During
transport and storage the
ﬂagpole can be stowed spacesaving within the supplied
transport bag.
Depending on the purpose
of use, a wide range of base
options can be selected from.
Portable telescopic poles
with rotatable banner arms
Telescopic pole continuously
height-adjustable between
220 and 600 cm
Various base options and
ground ﬁttings available

.de

Budget Flagpole
Pole

· Silver-coloured anodised
· Five-piece
· Pluggable

Flagpole
top

· With deﬂection pulley
and silver ﬁnial

Use

· Outdoors
· Indoors

Height

· Max. 6.20 m

T-Pole® 100
Telescopic · Silver-coloured anodised
pole
· Four-piece, Ø external 55 mm
Banner
arms

· 360° rotatable
· Length 120 cm, Ø 20 mm

Use

· Indoors
· Short-term outdoor use

Height

· Height-adjustable, four levels
· Max. height 5.40 m

Pole heightadjustable
in 4 levels,
locked
using spring
buttons

T-Pole® 200
Telescopic · Silver-coloured anodised
pole
· Four-piece, Ø external 55 mm
Banner
arm

· Rotatable
· Length 120 cm, Ø 20 mm

Use

· Indoors
· Short-term outdoor use

Height

· Continuously height-adjustable from 2.20 up to 6.00 m

Pole
continuously
heightadjustable,
locked via
counter
rotation

» Flagpoles
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Wind Pole
The Wind Pole makes sure that
your ﬂags wave proudly even
without a natural breeze.
The steady stream of air keeps
the ﬂags in constant motion
and thus maximises attention at
trade fairs, exhibitions or during
sales campaigns within indoor
spaces.
The Wind Pole can be installed
with one or two pole parts and

Flagpole Economy
This portable and good-value
plug-in system is perfect for
displaying ﬂags indoors and for
short-term use outdoors.
Flagpole Economy is made of
lightweight aluminium tubes,
which can be plugged into each
other and locked into place
using spring buttons.
Depending on the installation
site, the system can be used
with a range of ground ﬁttings.
Various fabrics can be used
when printing the ﬂag.
The banner arm ensures the

Flag Presenter
Keep your ﬂags unfolded at all
times – it’s easy with the Flag
Presenter! The system makes
sure that your message is always
visible.
The presenter can be installed
on any existing ﬂagpole without
banner arm. It is designed for
ﬂags in portrait style. An angle
bracket of two aluminium
proﬁles
plugged
together
ensures the perfect presentation.
Unfolding the ﬂag under no
tension further enhances its
durability compared to similar
mobile bracket systems.

thus conﬁgured in line with your
requirements. We recommend
you to use ﬂags made of our
well-proven material Dekoﬁl
for the Wind Pole. The ﬂag
size of 80 x 220 cm ensures a
continuous waving effect.

Wind pole
Pole

· Silver-coloured anodised

Use

· Indoors

Height

· 5.40 m
· 3.40 m when using only
one pole section

Recommen- · 80 x 220 cm
ded ﬂag size
Base with
fan

One pole, two heights:
pole installable with one or
two pole sections
Flags can wave even in
indoor spaces

ﬂag remains fully unfolded to
be seen from afar.

Größe S2
Größe
GrößeS2
S1
Größe S1
Größe S2
Größe S1

Größe M
Größe M
Größe M
Flagpole Economy

Größe LGröße LGröße L

450 cm

An economical portable plugin system with banner arm
Simply to assemble with no
extra tools required
Choice of two banner arm
lengths

Mobile banner arm solution
for ﬂags unfolded outdoors
under no tension
Usable on any ﬂagpole
without banner arm
Presenter concealed in the
sleeve of the ﬂag
Attachment to the ﬂagpole
as usual

350 cm

L

250 cm
M
S

Size

System size
W x H in cm

Flag size
W x H in cm

L

50 x 450
80 x 450

50 x 300
80 x 300

M

50 x 350
80 x 350

50 x 250
80 x 250

S

50 x 250
80 x 250

50 x 180
80 x 180

Flag Presenter

Size
Flag Presenter
120 cm
· For ﬂag size
W x H in cm:
120 x 300
Flag Presenter
150 cm
· For ﬂag size
W x H in cm:
150 x 400

Locking via spring
buttons

Custom sizes are available on request
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Advertising Signs

Advertising signs have versatile applications: as signposting for
corporate premises or public spaces, construction signs, stage or
platform decorations, product presentations or customised wall
installations.
Create advertising signs with your own graphics, logos or lettering.
The latest UV printing technology allows printing in high-resolution
quality. To round things off, a large selection of stainless steel walland ceiling-mountings are available.
Versatile applications: e.g. as advertising or data boards, guide
signs, election posters, signposts, for announcements or visitor
guiding
Sign boards for every budget: options with a good priceperformance ratio, or premium and high-end models

Substrates
Foam Board

Acrylic Glass

· Advertising and exhibition classics
· Low weight, well printable, excellent
colour rendition
· UV-resistant
· Can be used either indoors or outdoors
· Panel thickness: 3 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm

· Usable for high-class signs and posters,
interior design, trade fair decoration
and shop ﬁtting, illuminated signs
· Graphics with enormous image depth
· Polished edges possible
· Can be used either indoors or outdoors
· Panel thickness: 3 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm

Lightweight Foam Basic/Select

Twin-wall Sheets Type H

· Flexible substrate for displaying advertising signs or interior design elements
· Low weight, well printable
· Lightweight Foam Basic:
amazing price-performance ratio
· Indoor use
· Panel thickness: 3 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm

· Lightweight and ﬂexible material for
short-term event announcements,
election advertising or outlined signs
· Stable, totally weather-resistant and
completely recyclable
· Can be used either indoors or outdoors
· Panel thickness: 2 mm, 4 mm

Aluminium Composite Panels SE

Twin-wall Sheets Type X

· Ideal for outdoor pylons, displays and
top-quality advertising as well as information boards
· Shock-resistant and break-proof,
weather-resistant
· Can be used either indoors or outdoors
· Panel thickness: 3 mm

· Durable material of low weight for
advertising campaigns, announcements
or trade fair installations
· High stability, weatherproof, recyclable
· Can be used either indoors or outdoors
· Panel thickness: 10 mm

Company Signs
Company Signs are corporate
business cards. They include
plenty of space for logos,
company names or to spread
important information in a
prominent and easily visible
manner. A door sign or info
sign helps orient people and
give directions to customers or
visitors. Company Signs are made
of lightweight, weatherproof
foam boards, transparent acrylic
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glass or of stable aluminium
composite boards.
Various wall mountings made of
stainless steel are available for
ﬁxation in indoor spaces.
Can be ordered in standard
or custom sizes
Also available as ﬂame
retardant version
Indoor or outdoor use possible
Numerous accessories for
wall mounting and hanging
can be ordered from stock

.de
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Construction Signs
Construction Signs help to inform
during the entire construction
phase, from the groundbreaking
to the tape-cutting.
They provide information about
properties and construction
works, give details about public
works and their progress.
Furthermore, they provide longterm and customer-oriented
advertising for your company.
The possibilities of attachment
are versatile.
Depending on the size and

Lawn Signs
Lawn Signs are small and practical
aids for your promotion. They
project advertising messages,
logos or information directly
on-site and within view of
customers.
Lawn
Signs
made
of
weatherproof Twin-wall Sheets
Type H can be printed on one
or both sides with the same or
different graphics.
The stainless wire stake ensures
that they can be quickly and
ﬂexibly placed outdoors. Simply

Outlined Signs
Signs with customised outlines
provide prominent projection
for advertising messages and
information.
Printed with brilliant colours,
they offer extensive space for
creative designs e.g. at trade
fairs or in shop windows.
Outlined Signs can also be
used as a freestanding display
to promote your products and
services at the point of sale.
The outlines are conﬁgured in
line with your requirements and

purpose of use, impact-resistant
aluminium composite panels or
foam boards are available in
various material thicknesses.
Construction Signs and panels
are cut on all sides and supplied
with corner drillings or rounded
corners for example.
A range of materials and ﬁnishes
is available for the panels, as
well as an extensive selection of
accessories.
Made of various materials
Can be ordered in standard
or custom sizes

insert the rods into the ﬂutes of
the Twin-wall Sheet, stick into
the ground – done.
Use for example as
advertising or campaign signs,
temporary event signage
for announcement and
guidance
Various shapes:
rectangular, square, round,
oval, triangular or arrow
form
Additional wire stakes
(single stakes) also available
as accessories

speciﬁcations.
Depending on the purpose and
place of use, various substrates
can be selected to produce the
outlined signs.
To ensure a perfect set-up of
graphics at the usage location, a
wide scope of accessories is also
available.
Can be ordered as display or
sign panel
Substrates: Foam Board,
Lightweight Foam,
Aluminium Composite
Usable indoors or outdoors
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Posters

Photos as works of art! Posters give any residential or working area
that authentic gallery feeling.
Premium top-quality posters make perfect gifts for business partners
or friends.
Printed on textile materials, acrylic glass, foam board or aluminium
composite panels, nothing makes your graphics stand out more.
Rounded off with stretcher frames, aluminium frames or sign ﬁxings
made of stainless steel, graphics can become top-quality decorations
and modern pieces of art.
Various materials
In standard and custom sizes
A large selection of accessories available to round off the range

on Canvas
Photos and images printed
on canvas showcase special
moments and valuable memories
in a truly unique way. Works of
art reproduced on canvas are
akin to originals.
The natural fabric structure and
wooden stretcher frame give
posters a truly individual and
top-quality feel. Wooden joints
ensure the print to be always
perfectly stretched.
The stable timber wedges of

on Fabric
Elegant and classy: Fabric posters
prove their worth with durability
alongside a unique look. Their
ease of handling makes them a
popular choice as an advertising
medium or decorative feature at
trade fairs and exhibitions, the
point of sale or in residential and
business surroundings.
Round off posters using the
modern Wall Frame Q-Frame®
made of aluminium. These
posters include a keder, which
can simply be pushed into the
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the frame are made of allnatural spruce wood which is
very durable and twist-proof.
The wood originates from
sustainable, ecological forestry.
Stretcher frames covered
with prints on different
canvas fabrics
Printed on canvas with
lightfast, UV-resistant colours
Graphics are continuously
printed on the edges
Prints get ﬁxed on the rear
side of the frame

groove of the frame. This lets
posters be switched easily at
any time.
Posters with metal tubes on the
upper and lower edges lend an
elegant and sleek impression.
Select the right tubes from four
colours and two sizes.
Available in standard or
custom sizes
Q-Frame® available in two
proﬁle depths
Metal tubes in gold, silver,
black and white

.de
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on Boards
Posters with a frameless ﬁnish
are guaranteed to make your
chosen graphics or advertising
messages stand out.
They can be made of e.g.
lightweight foam or stable
twin-wall sheets, which helps
to reproduce authentically any
design and can be used anywhere.
Put your photos in the spotlight.
Placing them behind acrylic glass
creates an impressive sense of
spatial depth. The graphic has

Snap Frame Posters
Practical aluminium snap frames
showcase posters printed on
paper cost-effectively and in
a manner optimising the ad
impact. They are both durable
and super-light.
The snap frames can be
deployed in a range of ways in
portrait or landscape format,
e.g. for retail advertising, wall
posters or plans for escape or
rescue routes in buildings.
Snap frames are well-liked for
their easy and tool-free poster

Snap Frame LED Posters
The slimline Snap Frame LED
brings posters into the light!
The most cherished holiday
memories, portraits, productand corporate advertising – all
brought to life with a special
intensity.
The long-lasting illuminant and
the ease of changing graphics are
what make this Snap Frames LED
stand out. The poster is printed
on a translucent backlit ﬁlm.
Thanks to the deﬂector plate
and the built-in edge lighting,
the graphics are lit up evenly.

moreover a white back-coating,
which guarantees outstanding
vibrant colours.
Premium, break- and impactproof aluminium composite
panels have proven quality with
excellent printing quality and
extended durability.
Materials with various
properties in custom sizes
A large selection of topquality sign ﬁxings and
ceiling-mounts made of
stainless steel

changes. Rounded corners in a
chromium-look give each poster
a truly unique appearance.
Available in 4 standard sizes
Proﬁle width of the frame:
32 mm
Drill holes on the rear side
for easy wall-mounting
Snap
Frame
DIN A0
DIN A1
DIN A2
DIN A3

System size
W x H in cm
88.4 x 123.0
63.0 x 88.4
46.3 x 63.0
34.2 x 46.5

Print size
W x H in cm
84.1 x 118.9
59.4 x 84.1
42.0 x 59.4
29.7 x 42.0

An anti-reﬂex cover ﬁlm prevents
mirroring and light reﬂections
off the poster.
Extra-slim and particularly
energy-saving
LED lighting with a life
expectancy of up to 100,000
hours

Snap
Frame
LED

System size
W x H in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

A0

88 x 122

81.4 x 116.3

A1

63 x 88

56.8 x 81.6

A2

46 x 63

39.2 x 57.3
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Stickers and Films

Stickers and ﬁlms are cost-efﬁcient and outstanding media for
advertising messages and information.
A range of materials with various properties and effects opens up
new ﬁelds of application.
Removable or permanently attached ﬁlms, window or adhesive ﬁlms
as well as textile stickers and ﬁlms with a sandblasted effect create a
unique and appealing look. Films for display systems and backlit ﬁlm
for backlit graphics allow for top-quality presentations.
Stickers and adhesive ﬁlms in large format as well as smaller
stickers or labels from 5 x 5 cm
Permanently adhered in place or removable with no residues

Stickers

Stickers
Adhesive Films

Stickers
with
customised
graphics are ﬂexible advertising
media for even low budgets.
They can be attached to any
ﬂat surfaces, giving them a
great opportunity to impress
large audiences.
In compact format (e.g. stickers
or labels) or as an XXL sticker,
they are ideal for use at the
point of sale, for promotional
campaigns,
for
corporate
applications and trade fair
stands.
Stickers
come
in
various
materials: as adhesive ﬁlms,
window ﬁlms or ﬂoor stickers.
Surprisingly different – textile
ﬁlms as an alternative to
common stickers. The ﬁne fabric
structure gives them a truly
special look and feel.
Stickers behind glass are
ﬁxed onto the inside of shop
windows. The mirror-image
print spreads the information
and designs perfectly visible to
all viewers on the outside.

· Attachment:
will stick to all ﬂat surfaces
· Can be used either indoors or out
· Adhesive Film white, permanently adhering, ca. 100 µm
· Adhesive Film, white, removable, ca. 100 µm
· Adhesive Film, transparent, removable, ca. 100 µm
· Textile Adhesive Film, white, removable, ca. 100 µm

Window Film
· Permanently adhered with sandblasted effect
· Applications:
printed or unprinted, usable on all ﬂat surfaces,
reliable and attractive visual protection for windows
and glass doors in customer or waiting areas
(e.g. in foyers, restaurants, medical practices,
wellness areas or winter gardens)
· Long-term use within interior spaces
· Silver-coloured, translucent

Floor Stickers
· Attachment: to ﬂoors (e.g. in restaurants,
shopping centres, hotels or gymnasiums)
· Usable within interior spaces and leaves no residue
behind when removed
· Non-slip in accordance with DIN 51130, class R10
· Outlined cut possible

Self-adhesive
Use on ﬂat surfaces
Window ﬁlms can even
be ﬁxed behind glass
Materials with different
surface structures and
appearances
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Sticking Films

Sticking Films
Staﬁx® Films

Advertising
which
remains
in place – entirely glueless!
Sticking Films can quickly and
easily be attached to glass and
other ﬂat substrates. Apply ﬁlms
to windows, doors and other
surfaces, product introductions,
promotional campaigns or shortterm campaign advertising at
the point of sale.
Sticking Films can be removed,
leaving no residue behind, and
subsequently reused.
They come in various materials
and ﬁnishes. Depending on
the purpose of use, ﬁlms with
different adhesion characteristics
or ﬁlms with micro suction cups
are available.
Self-adhesive, no glue
required
Removable with no residue
Reusable many times
Various materials: Window
Cling Films or Sticking Films,
adhesion via suction cups

Films for Display Systems

· Electrostatic adhesion
· Attachment (depending on the selected ﬁlm):
on glass, behind glass, on furniture, paper, ﬂat walls,
on electronic devices (e.g. TVs, computers, fridges,
microwaves) or as wall posters
· Slidable
· Indoor and short-term outdoor use
· Reusable
· Options: white, transparent
Window Cling Films
· Bonded via adhesion
· Attachment (depending on the selected ﬁlm):
on or behind glass (e.g. shop windows, vehicle
windscreen) or on surfaces similar to glass
· Indoor and short-term outdoor use
· Reusable many times
· Options: white, transparent, frosted

Microsuction Films/Yupo® Films
· Adhesion via micro suction cups
· Attachment (depending on the selected ﬁlm):
on glass, behind glass, on furniture, metallic surfaces
(e.g. vehicles, electronic devices)
· Indoor and short-term outdoor use
· Reusable many times with no loss of adhesion
· Options: white, transparent

Films, non-adhesive
Display Film

Films for display systems
showcase advertising messages,
information or images in a
premium and exclusive manner.
Display ﬁlm is well suitable for
e. g. Roll Ups or X-Displays. A
winner with its brilliant rendering
of colour, the best choice for
printing high-resolution motifs.
Backlit ﬁlms are the top choice
for backlit displays, for light
boxes or illuminated snap frames.
When choosing this material, the
backlighting ensures maximum
attention
and
effectively
spotlights your graphics.
White display ﬁlm
Transparent display ﬁlm
Backlit ﬁlm: shiny,
translucent polyester ﬁlm

· Applications:
use with display systems e. g. Roll Up displays or X-Display
· Indoor use
· White, semi-matt Display Films 240 µm and 450 µm:
opaque, anti-reﬂective and scratch-proof
· Display Film 175 µm, transparent:
designs seem to be ﬂoating and like an outlined cut,
white back-coated graphics make the colours particularly
vibrant

Backlit Film
· Applications:
for advertising in backlit displays,
light boxes or frames, e.g. Snap Frame LED
· Indoor use
· Shiny, translucent polyester ﬁlm, ca. 150 µm
· Custom sizes and DIN formats
· Highest lightfastness and brilliant colours –
even with permanent exposure to light
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Table Top Products

Bannerettes and Pennants
Bannerettes and pennants are
hugely popular options for
corporate and brand presentation
use, at trade fairs or at the point
of sale. For associations or sports
clubs, they also help symbolise
belonging and solidarity.
Bannerettes
are
available
in
various
classic
shapes,
rectangular, with straight or
pointed lower edge, and in
triangular pennant form. They
come in unique shapes or
customised outlines according
to your speciﬁcations. These
banners make an immediately
visible impact on tables, reception
desks and sales counters.
The graphics are printed on
lightweight and shiny polyester
silk in top quality and in striking
colours. Matching banner stands
are available on request.
Optionally available with
cord, loop fringe or cut
fringe
Select the cord and fringe
colours to match your
design, from up to 23 stock
colours
Single or double-sided
printing available
Decide for presentations
with impact: choose out
of many different banner
stands

Table Flags
Table ﬂags come in the standard
size of 25 x 15 cm. The selection
includes a wide range of
national
and
international
table ﬂags as well as various
other special ﬂags from our
warehouse.
Table ﬂags with logos, advertising
messages or customised prints
make a striking and decorative
accessory for conference tables
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Rectangular Bannerettes

Bannerettes with pointed lower edge

Pennants

· with loop fringe
· with cut fringe
· with cord

· with loop fringe
· with cut fringe
· with cord

· with loop fringe
· with cut fringe
· with cord

Print size
W x H in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

10 x 14
15 x 25
20 x 30

10 x 14
15 x 25
20 x 30

14 x 21
17 x 25
20 x 27
25 x 35

Bannerettes with outline

Options for ﬁnishing:
loop fringe, cut fringe, cord

and sales counters.
Order matching banner
stands of chrome or
wood as accessories.
Customised printed,
or as federal state
ﬂags, national
ﬂags, special
ﬂags
Semi-matt material
with brilliant
colour reproduction
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Table Display
Modern, elegant Table Displays
provide the perfect frame for
offers, information or photos.
The brilliant print is perfectly
stretched using two bars on the
upper and lower part of the
frame. On both the front and
rear sides, there is scope to show
the same or different graphics.

Bowﬂag® T
This popular table top product
imitates the well-known design
of large-scale feather ﬂags.
With a total height of 55 cm and
a print size of 29 x 50 cm, there
is more than enough space for
creative designs. For Bowﬂag® T
with its unique drop shape you
can choose between single- or

X-Display T
This economical and ﬂexible
display rack is made to point
out customer-oriented offers,
products and services.
The print is simply tightened at
the rod ends of the system and
can be replaced at any time
quickly and easily. The threebase system with plastic crossbars

Q-Frame® T
The display with subtle acrylic
bases
conveys
advertising
messages in a modern and
effective way. The ease of
handling and the fact that prints
can be replaced quickly and
easily make Q-Frame® T usable
for a wealth of applications:
on bars, counters, at trade

Table Displays are prominent
informative
and
decorative
elements on counters or reception
desks as well as appealing
presents for business partners.
Available in three sizes
An elegant aluminium frame
with a stable pedestal
The whole year at a glance:
Table Display as a calendar

Size

L

System size
W x H x D in cm 24.4 x 35.0 x 7.5
Print size
W x H in cm

21.1 x 32.5

M

S

14.4 x 35.0 x 7.5

14.4 x 23.0 x 7.5

11.0 x 32.5

11.0 x 20.5

double-sided designs.
With double-sided Bowﬂag® T,
both front and rear sides can
have identical or contrasting
graphics applied.
Flexible glass ﬁbre pole and
chromed base
Ideal for counters, tables,
exhibitions and promotion
stands at the point of sale

guarantees
secure
footing.
For storage and transport,
X-Display T folds down ﬂat,
taking up minimal space.
Small, lightweight display
with a particularly good
price-performance ratio
The print is held in place by
plastic rods arranged in a
crossover pattern

System size
W x H x D in cm

Print size
W x H in cm

27.0 x 45.0 x 16.0

25.0 x 40.0

fairs, in commercial booths and
consultation areas. A ﬂat keder
sewn on to the edges of the
print is pushed into the groove
of the aluminium frame. This
helps ensure the graphic can be
tightened without creases.
Available in various sizes up
to max. DIN A1
Low frame depth: 15 mm
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Parasols

Promotional Parasols
Parasols are unique points of
attraction whatever the occasion.
They protect against the sun and
showcase brands or companies
prominently and decoratively.
The tiltable canopy can always
be kept inclined in the right
direction to ensure customers
and guests are continually
protected against the sun.
The canopy made of top-quality,
quick-dry branded polyester
offers generous space for
customised designs. The binding
is available in 10 stock colours
and can be selected to match the
colours of your printed graphic.
Digitally printed Promotional
Parasols can be ordered from
one piece and without minimum
quantity. Various parasol bases
are available as accessory.

8-part cover

4-part cover

2-part cover

Size
Ø in cm

Pole
Ø in mm

Size
Ø in cm

Pole
Ø in mm

Size
Ø in cm

Pole
Ø in mm

180
200
250
300 (non-tiltable)

25
25
25
38

180
200

25
25

180
200

25
25

Portable Promotion Sets round
off each individual advertising
campaign.
Combine parasols with a foldable
bar table (Ø 70 cm, Ø 80 cm) and
a Table Cover featuring a suitable
design. For more information,
see page 58.

Frame Promotional Parasol

Promotional
Parasol, 8-part,
Ø 180 cm
with Water
Filling Base
24 l for pole
Ø 25 mm

Good print through:
graphics are visible on the
bottom side
2-part cover available with
less seams for detailed
graphics
Water-repellent
(hydrophobic) ﬁnishing can
be applied on request

Promotional
Parasol, 8-part,
Ø 180 cm
with
bar table
Ø 80 cm

Promotion
Set:
Promotional
Parasol,
8-part,
Ø 180 cm
and bar
table with
Table Cover,
square

Promotional Parasol, water-repellent
ﬁnish available on request
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Large-scale Parasols
Their impressive canopy makes
these parasols ideal ways
to shelter from the sun for
eateries, for deployment on sun
terraces and during outdoor
campaigns. The large shading
area made of durable material
means extra advertising space
for your graphics.
Large-scale Parasols with a
screen-printed canopy win over
through proven quality and a
good print through.
Their construction is solid,
maintenance-free, easy to work
with, and therefore ideal for
daily use. The frame is made
of hollow aluminium proﬁles
with white powder coating and
corrosion-free frame parts. A
cable pull can be used to open
the canopy in no time.
To hold your parasol ﬁrmly in
place, look no further than the
suitable parasol bases from our
accessories range.
Why not make your advertising
campaign even more impressive
and combine Large-scale Parasols
with printed folding furniture
consisting of tables and benches?
Parasols with round or
square designs
No minimum quantity
Coloured binding: Selection
of 10 various stock colours
Weather-resistant and
rainproof up to at least
300 mm of water

Frame parts, corrosion-free

Large-scale Parasol, round
8-part

Size
in cm
Ø 300
Ø 350
Ø 400

Large-scale Parasol, square
8-part

Pole
Ø in mm
50
50
55

Size
in cm
300 x 300

Pole
Ø in mm
50
Frame Large-scale Parasol

Large-scale Parasol, square,
8-part , 300 x 300 cm
with Collapsible Base,
Ø 117 cm/12 kg
for pole Ø 50 mm
Large-scale Parasol, round,
8-part, 300 x 300 cm
with Concrete Base
Ø 60 cm/40 kg
for pole Ø 50 mm

Pulling system with cable pull
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Specials

Size in cm
A

A=B

Cube
Seats
A

Cylinder
Seats

Quarter-circle

B

Height

30
30
30
40
40
40
45
45
45
50
50
50
Two-seater
90
45
45
Three-seater

A=B

Cube Seats

B

Cores and covers certiﬁed in
accordance with the OekoTex® Standard 100
Individual units with a
seating height of 45 cm can
be combined at will within
any seating conﬁgurations
Covers can be washed and
replaced

Units

120

Ø

Seating Units offer ultimate
ﬂexibility whatever the setting.
They can be combined freely
depending on requirements
and wishes and subsequently
rearranged at will. Whether
used individually, in different
arrangements or as customised
Seating
Lounges,
your
imagination is the only limit.
Seating Units help set the
tone in lounges, reception and
children’s areas, meeting points
or at trade fairs and events.
The covers are made of robust,
crease-resistant polyester fabric.

printed at high resolution. The
units have cores of top-quality,
stable foam.

45

45

Ø 40
Ø 50

40
50

Ø 45

90

45

A=B

Seating Units

45

45

A=B

67.5 67.5 45
A=B

Corner
Seat 90°
A=B

inner Ø
45 cm
outer Ø
135 cm

135

67.5 45

B

Corner
Seat
180°
A
inner Ø 45 cm,
outer Ø 135 cm

Seating Lounge
Looking for an original and
convenient design element with
abundant seating options or a
solution for conﬁned spaces?
Seating Lounges are the answer!
The Seating Lounge is made of
two curved units and the central
cylinder, which functions as a

Cylinder Seats
Creatively designed cylinders
turn heads and round off any
advertising campaign perfectly.
They offer almost unlimited
potential in the form of a
seating arrangement or design
element, both for private and
business use.
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backrest. With just a few moves
you can transform the entire
shape of the Seating Lounge by
repositioning the single units.
This gives even greater ﬂexibility
in their use.
Three-part Seating Lounge, all
sides of the single units can be custom-printed
Can be combined with cubes and cylinders or other units

The cover made of creaseresistant polyester material
guarantees brilliant colour
rendition. The print is replaceable
and washable at any time.
The materials used for the
core and cover are durable,
environmentally friendly and
certiﬁed in accordance with the
Oeko-Tex® Standard 100.

.de

Continuous
graphics are
possible
Three
advertising
surfaces
Individually
deployable
or stacked as
towers
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Cube Seats
Sit, build, play, advertise, attract
– nothing could be easier with
Cube Seats!
The versatile units stand out
for their ﬂexibility. Whether
as
exceptional
seating
arrangements at trade fairs,
exhibitions, in lounge areas or
in children‘s rooms – Cube Seats
are always able to generate
atmosphere and fun. Six printable
surfaces offer lots of space for
your graphics and messages.
Whether individually, as a
column or variable hoarding,
these units can be continually
reconﬁgured to meet all
ongoing requirements and

Beanbags
Comfortable and customised –
Beanbags are contemporary
pieces of furniture and seats all
in one! Their large print surfaces
provide optimal seating quality
and offer a wealth of potential
for advertising messages. This
explains why Beanbags are often
used as modern advertising media
for promotional campaigns, at
trade fairs or in lounge areas.
Beanbags are available in square

Cushions
Be comfortable wherever you
go! Use customised Cushions
to spread your messages. These
convenient and decorative
Cushions
have
versatile
applications: as cushion on chairs
or benches, but also as cosy and
practical ﬂoor cushions.
Printed with logos, slogans
or photos, Cushions are a
remarkable way to promote
products or current offers.

accommodate new perspectives.
All covers and cores are certiﬁed
to the Oeko-Tex® Standard 100.
Six printable surfaces
Cube Seats optionally
available as two- or
three-seater
For short-term
outdoor use:
Cube Seats Outdoor
with coated, splashproof cover

or round design. A separate
lining made of polyester fabric
includes the ﬁlling.
Washable cover
If printed on both sides,
same or different graﬁcs on
front and back side possible

Beanbags square
W x H in cm

Beanbags round
Ø in cm

140 x 180

120
140

The foam core is both durable
and environmentally friendly.
All covers can be replaced and
washed.
Available in a round or
square design
Tested for harmful
substances and certiﬁed in
accordance with Oeko-Tex®
Standard 100
Covers depending on design
include zipper or envelope
closing at the bottom side
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Folding Furniture
Folding furniture is perfect for
beer gardens, other occasions,
events, weddings or parties
with friends. The durable and
weatherproof 3-part folding
furniture comprises 1 table and
2 benches.

Folding furniture,
folding table and
benches printed

Printed folding furniture is a
particularly appealing option.
Both the table and benches can
be individually printed with
designs, logos or graphics over
the entire surface. Thanks to a
top-quality sealing process, all
printed surfaces are scratchproof and easy to clean.

Folding furniture

Table Cloths, Covers and
suitably designed Bench Covers
transform classic beer tent
furniture into elegant items
to grace any event or future
decorative items.
Available printed or blank
(natural ﬁnish)
Table and seating areas made
of solid wood (furniture
quality) collapsible
Table Cloths, Table Covers
and Bench Cushions can be
printed with a matching
design

Folding furniture
with Table Cloth
and Bench Cushions

Folding furniture
with Table Cover,
long and
Bench Covers

Folding furniture with
Table Cover and Bench Cushions

3-part set: 1 Folding table, 2 Folding benches
Folding table

Folding bench

Sizes L x W x H

220 x 50 x 78 cm

220 x 25 x 48 cm

Leaf thickness

25 mm

30 mm

Options

· As a set: folding furniture (blank)
folding table and folding benches printed
only the folding table printed
· Folding tables and folding benches are also individually
available

Locking mechanism for folding tables and folding benches
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Attachment for Bench Cushions

Table Cover
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Folding Chairs
Folding Chairs are fun and
convenient
loungers.
Deck
Chairs, Directors’ and Beach
Chairs invite customers and
business partners alike to take
things easy for a moment. At
the beach, on the sun terrace,
during events, in lounges and
at the point of sale, they help
to promote brands, products or
campaigns.
The frames of our Folding
Chairs are made of natural
beech wood sourced from
environmentally
responsible
forestry. All coverings can be
printed on the entire surface in
full colour process.
Deck Chairs are available with
or without arm rests. Thanks to
the 3-stage adjustable backrest,
they can adapt their level of
comfort within seconds.
Directors’ Chairs have scope
for printing on the seat and
the backrest. If required, the

Table Cloths
Table Cloths with speciﬁc design
and ﬁnish are ideal advertising
and design features in hotels
and restaurants, at trade fairs
and events.
They are available in standard
sizes as well as in custom
formats and delivered with
various options for ﬁnishing.
In addition to the basic ﬁnish,
you can also obtain printed
Table Cloths with binding in
various colours. We also offer
Table Cloths ﬁtted with hookand-loop tape or rubber on the
back. The durable, washable
Table Cloths are immediately
ready for use, no additional prewashing required.
A water-repellent model is
possible to protect the Table
Cloths from liquids.

backrest of the Directors‘ Chairs
can be printed on both sides
with the same or different
graphics on the front and rear
side. The prints can be easily
replaced.
Beach Chairs come in 2 parts as
practical and mobile seats for
use on the move.
The seat and the customised
printed backrest can be quickly
and simply put together on site
- wherever you go!
Covers are resistant to
seawater, chlorinate water
and sweat, certiﬁed in
accordance with the OekoTex® Standard 100
Completely printable in
full colour process without
minimum quantity
Collapsible for ease of
transport and space-saving
storage
Particularly cost-effective:
Folding Chairs with mesh
covering

Table Cloths for tables and
Folding Furniture with
customised printing
Various shapes: rectangular,
square, round, oval
Water-repellent model also
available

Director‘s
Chair

Beach Chair

Deck Chair

Example sizes for Table Cloths
Round Oval
Ø in cm L x W
in cm
130
140
150
160

180 x 120
190 x 130
170 x 140
200 x 140
240 x 140
250 x 140

Rectangular L x W in cm
Width
100

Width
120

Width
150

Width
160

150 x 100
180 x 100
220 x 100

150 x 120
180 x 120
220 x 120
240 x 120

150 x 150
220 x 150
260 x 150
300 x 150

160 x 160

For folding
tables
L x W in cm
260 x 90
260 x 110
240 x 90
240 x 110
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Table Covers
Table Covers transform tables
into festive and exclusive eyecatchers. According to your
furniture
and
requirements
you can opt for a short or long
design. They remain perfectly in
place at all times, never slipping
and add to the pleasant party
atmosphere.
Covers for folding tables and
benches further enhance the
visual impression of this furniture
(more information on page 56).
Table Covers for bar tables are
simply pulled over the table
– quick and perfect covering
without any trouble. These
elegant coverings are available
in three versions. To protect Table
Covers against dirt, faceplates of
acrylic glass are also available.

Custom Clocks
Advertise around the clock!
Custom Clocks are unique
advertising media as well as
being practical timekeepers all
in one. Install them on walls,
desks or counters, wherever they
can help promote your products
and services.
Custom Clocks are a well-liked
present for family, friends and
business partners.
The brilliant full colour designs
get printed on two top-quality
materials: white foam boards or
sophisticated and transparent
acrylic glass.
All Custom Clocks come with a
quartz movement, metal hands
in different colours and a battery.

Durable material, washable,
non-iron and ﬂame-retardant
Table Covers and Bench
Cushions for folding furniture
Table Covers for bar tables:
Ø 70 cm or Ø 80 cm
Promotion Set:
bar table including Table
Cover, combined with a
parasol

Table Cover
square,
for bar tables

Table Cover
round,
for bar tables

Table Cover
tied,
for bar tables

· Fixed to the feet
of the bar table
· Fully covered
table frame
· Slim silhouette

· With shape giving
ring made of
glass ﬁbre
reinforced plastic
· Free foot room
guaranteed –
less staining

· Shaped through
attractive bow
· Simple version

Custom Clock

Size in cm

Custom Clock

Size in cm

Wall clock,
round

Ø 25
Ø 30
Ø 35
Ø 60

Wall clock,
Heart clock

28 x 25
33 x 30
39 x 35
67 x 60

Wall clock, rectangular

37 x 25
25 x 37

Desk clock, rectangular

25 x 13

Wall clock,
square

25 x 25
30 x 30
35 x 35
60 x 60

Alarm clock, half-round

13 x 16

Alarm clock, rectangular

25 x 13
13 x 16

Ready-to-use, preassembled
movement, including battery
Wall clocks also available in
size XXL (60 cm)
Alarm clock, including
precise quartz movement
with alarm function
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Sledges
Sledges – a way of winter
advertising full of fun!
Sledges
decorated
with
customised graphics guarantee
attention in any ski run, at ski
hotels or in shop windows.
The designs are printed on a
weather-proof seat cover made
of sturdy PVC or economically
mesh. It is spanned over the seat
and stapled to the bottom side.
Sledges prove their worth
with maximum stability. All
single parts of the rack and the
front runners are made as a
continuous unbroken piece.
Capable of accommodating up
to 90 kg in weight, each rack
is made of durable and glued
laminated wood combined with
powder-coated metal ﬁttings to
guarantee sledges with a lot of
fun while on the move.

Goal Walls
Ensure your advertising scores!
Football goals with customdesigned target walls turn
almost any area into a playing
ﬁeld.
During popular goal-scoring
contests, they also represent
a reliable way to promote
brands, products and services.
The freestanding and stable
metal construction keeps this
goal frame stable on all level
surfaces. The weather-resistant
target wall is easily attached to
the powder-coated steel tubes.
Meanwhile, the full-surface
printed target walls made of
durable polyester or robust
mesh can be quickly and easily
attached to the frame using
hook-and-loop tape.
Ready for kick-off? Large and
reinforced target holes (Ø
40 cm) ensure unending fun for
players.

Davos- or Horn sledge with
customised printable seat
covers
Exceptional stability thanks
to rack made of glued
laminated beech wood
TÜV-inspected (GS
label), FSC® certiﬁed for
sustainable forestry
Printable in portrait and
landscape format
Various pull cords available
as accessories

Davos Sledge
Size L x W x H in cm
100 x 34 x 24
Seat surface
L x W in cm
71 x 27

Material
seat cover
PVC

Mesh

PVC

Mesh

Knitted polyester

Mesh

Horn Sledge
Size L x W x H in cm
100 x 34 x 24
Seat surface
L x W in cm
58 x 27

Material
seat cover
Made of glued laminated beech wood

Goal Wall with customised
printed target wall
Textile version: target holes
reinforced with coloured
binding
Freestanding, stable metal
frame construction made of
powder-coated metal tubes
Simple construction through
click-in installation with
safety lock

Goal frame
· Size L x W x H in cm
213 x 152 x 76
· Tube diameter 32 mm
· Including white goal net made of
polyester
· Secured in place with ground hooks
Target wall
· Size of target wall L x W in cm
200 x 145
· Size of target holes: Ø 40 cm
· 2 materials: polyester or mesh
· Coloured binding for the target
holes, selectable from among
10 stock colours
· Target walls can also be ordered
individually

Material
target wall
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Windbreaks
Treat
yourself
to
some
relaxation and protect yourself
against wind, weather and
unwanted glances.
Windbreaks are an eye-catcher
wherever installed, on the
beach, campsite or in the
garden. Printed with customised
graphics, they can be ﬂexibly
conﬁgured to meet your needs.

Robust and quick-drying material
Hydrophobic ﬁnishing can be applied on request
For portable Windbreaks: pointed wooden
rods included in delivery

Windbreaks
Size L x W in cm

Balkony Windbreaks
Size L x W in cm

300 x 90
500 x 90

500 x 90 cm

Balcony Windbreaks are balcony
and visual decoration all in
one. The textile coverings are
printed with your designs and
then quickly and easily attached
with cable ties to hooks, poles
or rails.
You may
a perfect
windbreaks,
parasols all
design.

like to consider
combination of
folding chairs and
with a matching

Gate Cover

Additional advertising space within view of the
customer
Robust and optimising the ad impact
Ease of handling: simply pull the Gate Cover
over the security system
Available in various fabrics

Gate Covers allow you double
the opportunity to use security
systems in foyers or checkout
areas!
As well as facilitating anti-theft
protection, these units also
represent exceptionally effective
advertising and information
spaces. Gate Covers made of
fabric can withstand mechanical
stresses such as wear and tear
or other impact. In foyers with
considerable human trafﬁc,
this helps ensure durability and
effective advertising for an
extended period, particularly
compared
to
conventional
equivalents made of paper and
plastic. The size of the cover
can be adapted to your existing
security systems.
The fabrics used are ﬂameretardant, which makes them
ideal for interior use.
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Drapes
Just hang in there!
Drapes printed with logos,
slogans or customised graphics
give you a particularly generous
advertising space to work
with. They can accommodate
versatile
applications,
e.g.
drapes for changing rooms,
partitioning areas, as curtains
or simply as a piece of
decoration.
The graphics are printed on
one side of the opaque, crease-

Drape with drapery hooks

Wallpapers
Custom wallpapers transform
the look of any room.
Printed with logos, slogans
or images, they offer striking
promotion for brands or services
in ofﬁce and sales spaces,
cafés, bars or restaurants - or
even at home. Wallpapers add
unequalled ﬂair to residential
or bedroom surroundings.
The graphics are printed on
superb and durable non-woven
wallpaper.
The
individual
sections are tailored and
numbered on a bespoke basis.
Beneﬁt from an attachment to

Non-woven wallpaper, plain

resistant fabric Multisol® D 240
SE. They can be equipped with
drapery hooks, large metal
eyelets or loops. Drapes can be
deployed ﬂexibly, whatever the
surroundings.
Available in standard and
custom sizes
Various conﬁgurations:
with loops, metal eyelets or
drapery hooks
Immediately ready for use,
no pre-washing required

Drape with drapery hooks

Drape with metal eyelets

Drape with loops

Non-woven wallpaper, leather-like

Non-woven wallpaper, stripes

your wall which is more than
easy.
The wallpaper is available in
various surface qualities. All the
different structures come with
a ﬂame-retardant ﬁnish.
Non-woven wallpaper in
various options: plain or
embossed cork-like, leatherlike or stripes
PVC-free, without softener,
printed with environmentally
friendly inks
Trimmed delivery of
wallpaper
Easy to install, hanging the
wallpapers requires pasting

Non-woven wallpaper, cork-like
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We print carbon neutral

Carbon neutral printing
Time to protect our climate!

What is carbon neutral printing?

As one of the pioneering
textile printing businesses
nationwide, we offer our
customers a carbon neutral
printing option, for both
screen- and digital printing.

Carbon neutral printing means
any CO2 emissions generated
during the production of your
print jobs are determined
and converted to a monetary
amount. This amount is then
invested in climate protection
certiﬁcates
in
globally
recognised climate protection
projects.

Three steps to a climate-neutral print job

The process of CO2-compensated
printing helps you make a
voluntary contribution to help
protect our climate.
Carbon neutral printing stands
for sustainable commitment to
climate protection.
We appreciate responsibility
shown towards our environment
and reﬂect a passion for
innovation and progress.
Our production technologies
are economically conﬁgured to
work in harmony and are subject
to continual improvement.
We ensure all media are used
effectively
through
regular
media consumption analyses.
Constantly
monitoring
the
technological parameters in the
production
process
ensures
that gas, water, electricity and
chemicals are all used in a
resource-saving manner and
helps minimise the quantity of
waste generated.
We operate in accordance
with the principles of effective
environmental protection and
conﬁgure the details of our work
in line with the guidelines for
the environmental management
systems EMAS II and DIN EN ISO
14001.

Print

Our textile products are
inspected in accordance with
the Oeko-Tex® Standard 100
and bear the label “Conﬁdence
in textiles“. For you, this label
is the ultimate conﬁrmation
that our textile products do not
harm the environment.

1. Determine CO2 emissions
Working with the Federal Association of Printing and Media, we calculate
the CO2 emission generated for each product during the printing.
A practical example:
Flags in landscape format
· Material: Multiﬂag®
· Size: 250 x 150 cm
· Printed in four colour process, standard ﬁnish
Quantity

Printing method

3 pcs.

Digital printing

CO2 emissions
45 kg CO2

Compensation costs
ca. 0.78 EUR

100 pcs.

Screen printing

1,100 kg CO2

ca. 18.54 EUR

For a print job to be carbon neutral, the compensations costs average out
at less than 1% of the order value.

2. Compensate emissions: Climate protection projects
We have enlisted an experienced and reliable contract partner in the
ﬁeld of climate protection. The company is among the leading CO2 asset
management companies in Europe and is globally active in the market for
emission certiﬁcates.

The UV inks used in the digital
printing process are VOC-free
and certiﬁed in accordance with
the Nordic Eco label (Nordic
Swan). During the production
process we use environmentally
friendly water-based dispersion
and pigment dyes as well as
sublimation dyes.

Global projects on the following environmental themes are ﬁnanced:
· Renewable energie sources
· Increased energy efﬁciency
· Reduction of methane
· Reforestation
· Building up local facilities and utilities

3. Mark a print job as „carbon neutral“:
At your request, we can label your prints as „Print CO2 compensated“.
This logo is an effective and prominent way of conveying your
responsibility and commitment towards protecting the climate and the
environment.
In addition, a certiﬁcate number is assigned to your print job. This unique
number then lets you retrieve details about the commitment made and
projects supported online.

compensated
Partner for calculating CO2 emissions
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The online shop of Sachsen Fahnen
Order around the clock, even overnight, at Vispronet® – the online
shop of Sachsen Fahnen. See all the advantages:

Exceptional product diversity
Order from a range of more than 1,000 products
encompassing millions of potential conﬁgurations.
There is even more scope to experiment thanks to the
free-sizing option.

Immediate and on-site consulting
The Vispronet® service team will advise you on
products and services over the phone or via online
chat. Our experienced sales representatives will be
happy to visit to you and advise you on site.

Custom sizes
Select between standard or custom sizes! Almost all
products can be produced in custom sizes. Giving you
even more free scope in which to try out your ideas.

Digital printing or screen printing
Whatever your chosen application, Vispronet® will
propose the most cost-effective printing method.
Digital printing or screen printing – you decide.

For resellers and municipalities
Registered resellers can obtain a special discount of
3% and purchase on account. Do not hesitate to ask
for further services.

Three steps to your ﬁnished product

In just a few steps, with
no previous graphic design
knowledge needed, you can
use the Visprodesign® tool to
create your own customised
designs. When using this tool,
you have access to numerous
complimentary design templates,
clip arts and images, which you
can also combine with your own
choice of photos, texts or images.

Free check of your print ﬁles
For all orders, Vispronet® performs a comprehensive,
free-of-charge data check against speciﬁc criteria.
If errors occur you will be immediately informed by
e-mail. In addition, you can also reserve a chargeable
„Data Check Professional“.

Discounts
Capitalise on appealing price advantages! Many
products allow you to enjoy a bulk discount when
ordering larger quantities. Additional beneﬁts are
available to registered resellers on request.

Shopping basket without limits
You can place an unlimited number of order items into
your shopping basket. This makes it even quicker and
more efﬁcient for you to order a range of different
products.

Standard, express- or overnight delivery
Depending on the product, selected printing process
and quantity, you can also select between a range of
delivery times. Express and overnight delivery options
are also available for almost all products.

Shipping with many services
Vispronet® delivers Europe-wide.
At your choice, goods can be sent to another shipping
address, in partial deliveries to different shipping
addresses or as carbon neutral shipping, as well as
with your sender address and delivery slip.

Step 2
Design your product using the free
design templates and clip arts provided,
which you can also combine with your
own choice of photos, texts or images.

Step 1
Select your product, conﬁgure
it and then proceed to „Design
your product“.

Step 3
Complete the order by placing your
product in the shopping basket and
proceeding to check-out.
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National Flags

Afghanistan

Albania

Algeria

Andorra

Angola

Antigua and
Barbuda

Argentina

Armenia

Australia

Benin

Bhutan

Bolivia

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Botswana

Brazil

Brunei

Bulgaria

Burkina Faso

China, Republic
(Taiwan)

Colombia

Comoros

Congo
(Dem. Republic)

Congo (Republic)

Costa Rica

Croatia

Cuba

Cyprus

Eritrea

Estonia

Ethiopia

Fiji

Finland

France

Gabon

Gambia

Georgia

Honduras

Hungary

Iceland

India

Indonesia

Iran

Iraq

Ireland

Israel

Korea (Republic)

Kosovo

Kuwait

Kyrgyzstan

Laos

Latvia

Lebanon

Lesotho

Liberia

Mali

Malta

Marshall Islands

Mauritania

Mauritius

Mexico

Micronesia

Moldova

Monaco

New Zealand

Nicaragua

Niger

Nigeria

Norway

Oman

Pakistan

Palau

Palestine

Russia

Rwanda

Saint Kitts and
Nevis

Saint Lucia

Saint Vincent and
the Grenadines

Samoa

San Marino

São Tomé and
Príncipe

Saudi Arabia

South Africa

South Sudan

Spain

Sri Lanka

Sudan

Suriname

Swaziland

Sweden

Switzerland

Turkey

Turkmenistan

Tuvalu

Uganda

Ukraine

United Arab
Emirates

United Kingdom

United States of
America

Uruguay
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as at 2015

Austria

Azerbaijan

Bahamas

Bahrain

Bangladesh

Barbados

Belarus

Belgium

Belize

Burundi

Cambodia

Cameroon

Canada

Cape Verde

Central African
Republic

Chad

Chile

China (People‘s
Republic)

Czech Republic

Denmark

Djibouti

Dominica

Dominican
Republic

Ecuador

Egypt

El Salvador

Equatorial Guinea

Germany

Ghana

Greece

Grenada

Guatemala

Guinea

Guinea-Bissau

Guyana

Haiti

Italy

Ivory Coast
(Côte d‘Ivoire)

Jamaica

Japan

Jordan

Kazakhstan

Kenya

Kiribati

Korea (Dem. People‘s Republic)

Libya

Liechtenstein

Lithuania

Luxembourg

Macedonia

Madagascar

Malawi

Malaysia

Maldives

Mongolia

Montenegro

Morocco

Mozambique

Myanmar

Namibia

Nauru

Nepal

Netherlands

Panama

Papua New
Guinea

Paraguay

Peru

Philippines

Poland

Portugal

Qatar

Romania

Senegal

Serbia

Seychelles

Sierra Leone

Singapore

Slovakia

Slovenia

Solomon Islands

Somalia

Syria

Tajikistan

Tanzania

Thailand

Timor-Leste
(East Timor)

Togo

Tonga

Trinidad and
Tobago

Tunisia

Uzbekistan

Vanuatu

Vatican

Venezuela

Vietnam

Yemen

Zambia

Zimbabwe
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